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COLBY COLLEGE
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Colby College, chartered in 18 !3 as the Maine
Literary an<l Theological Institution, has pro\'iJe<l
for over a century an<l a quarter the type o( eJuca
tion (or which the Christian Jemocr::itic colleges
of ! ew EnglanJ are note<l.
I ts schola tic stanJarJs are high ::inJ its lees mod
erate. Eight buildings ha\'e relently been erecteJ
on the new campus on t-.layllower Hill. 0( the�e,
the three comprising the women's unit ha\e been
completed and are in use.
Today Colby College offers for men a series of
courses planned to prepare them for service with
the armed forces or for medical or <lental school.
For women it offers the regular liberal arts course
leading to the B.A. degree in four years, or in less
time under the accelerated program. For women a
combination of liberal an<l vocational training is
also offered in three fiel<ls: (a) teaching; (b) busi
ness administration and ecretarial work; ( c) nurs
ing and laboratory technology.
ew students may enter in September, February
or June. The tuition is $250 for the normal two
semester year. For further information, address:
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Chairman, Cyril
M. Joly, ' 1 6, Waterville; Vice-Chair
man, Philip yv. Hussey, ' 1 3, North
Berwick; Executive Secretary, G. Cecil
Goddard, '29, Waterville. New Mem
bers of Council: Willard B. Arnold,
' 1 9, Waterville; Bernard E. Esters, '2 1,
Houlton; Cyril M. Joly, ' 1 6 Water
ville; Thaddeus T. Tilton '20, Provi
dence, R. I. Representative on Athletic
Council : Kenneth J. Smith, '26, Wa
terville.
Alumni Council -

Chancy Adams, '85
Eben E. Masterman, '07
Capt. Ralph C. Bradley, '23
Alice E. Manley, '38

EDITOR
BUSINESS MANAGER

White
columns,
trim
dormitory
gables, the Colby bus - all these may
seem like an unfamiliar dream to most
readers, but they are just the scene of
the daily routine to the r65 summer
session students. The shot was taken
between clarses from the balcony of the
Women's Union. The Roberts Union
may be seen across the campus between
the pillars.

Smith, '24
Smith, '24

Entered as second·class
PUBLISHER - The Alumni Coun cil of Colby College.
vi lle, Me., under Act of March 3,
mail matte r Jan. 25, 1912, at the Post Office at Water
1879.
January, February,
ISSUED eight times yearly on the 15th of October, November,
during the football season.
March, April, May and July; and in addition, weekly

Checks should be
Single Copies, $.:M.
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE - $2.00 per year.
subscripti01111
made payable to THE COLBY ALUMNUS. Correspo nd ence regarding
Waterville. lie.
477,
Box
Goddard,
Cecil
G.
to
addressed
be
o r advertising should
Waterville, Maine.
Contributions should be sent to The Editor, Box 477,
give notice
-A subscriber who wishes to discontinue his or her subscription should
Otherwise it will be co ntinued.
to that effect before its expiration.

Alumnae Council - President, Mrs.
Alona Nicholson Bean, '05, Wilming
ton, Mass.· First ice-President, Mrs.
Alice Thomas Good, ' 1 1 Waterville;
Second Vice-President Susan H. Wes
ton, '06, Wilton· Recording Secretary,
Mrs. Mary Crowley LaFleur, '39, Wa
terville; Alumnae Secretary, Mrs. Er
vena Goodale Smith. '24, Waterville.
New Members of Council: Mrs. Flor
ence Carll Jones, '12, Bangor; Mrs.
Mary Caswell Carter, '04, Waterville;
Mrs. Mabel Dunn Libby, '03, Water
ville; Mrs. Emily Heath Hall, '29
Winslow; Leora E. Prentiss, ' 1 2, Au�
gusta; Mrs. Isa Putnam Johnson, '30,
Houlton.
Alumnus Editorial Board (for term
expiring 1 946)-Marguerite M.· Cham
berlain, ' 1 5, Brookline, Mass.; Jane
Montgomery Cole, '38, Washington,
D. C.; William Finkeldey, '43, Has
tings-on-Hudson N. Y.; H. Warren
Foss, '96, Mount Vernon; Sgt. R. Ir
vine Gammon, '37, Miami, Fla.; Lt.
John J. Pullen, '35 Fort Sill, Okla.

timulating readin<r i:; fuun<l in the repurt. ju-.t i·�ned. of the Com
ion on Liberal EducatitJn appuinted by the .\"sociatiun of Ameri
can Colleo-e::-..
Let me attempt a ven· brief umman·.

mi

·

peaking of the emotional nee d

of the men -who will return to

college after the war the report say
other

quiet:

some will need the
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·ome will be made more,
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that
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will abhor

All will continue

need medical anJ hygienic care, all will continue to have and to need
friend , all will be purpo·ive human being . and all will need help in
w rking out a philo ophy of life.
allege will be called on to provide

t

a normal healthy environment full of friendline

·

and ·ympathetic under tanding.

Returning soldier , the report continue-. ,,·ill find a world far
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They will c me back

�

heroe
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They will ·ee inefficiency in high place
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human being .

In

they mu t be ready "·ith a truly liberal education..
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a liberal education?

peak. read, and write hi
interpret facts;
technique

ocietv.

and will be

re pond to their de ire

moment. and al o to provide for their common and enduring need
other word

of civil

competition wi h

They will ha,·e the handicap of an interrupted education.

made despairing or cynical.
lege

hort of their expecta

Their maturity it elf will make them impatient with the di location

a�"" the rep rt, a man ha. it \\·hen he can 1)
2) u e another language; 3) organize and

±) appreciate the great document

of the art
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hould explore the following field
its institution ;
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of knowledge
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I) man·

attempts in

art, literature, philo ophy and relio-ion to under·tand how to be a re pon-ible u eful beino.Li ten to the critici ms the report make
from

1)

tudent

the lecture method where

" hand it back "; 3) the use of text book
courses;
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enforcement of rule

are

of our pre ent meth d . \ e uffer, it a r·,
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examination
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of the individual· 6) empha

] n place of the-e we should intro

more examination

of the ' comprehen ive" and

" achievement-testing " type.

I think it hould be clear to all but the wilfully blind that Colby i
lege that can best introduce all the e sugge ted reform .
and

tudent

have cultivated the

the college is doing a creative
ideas.

experimental mood.

For

ju t the type of col

ome time both faculty

Colby men and women feel that

job and they are ready for new and forward-looking

Today Colby has a unique opportunity to feel the influence of the two force

On the one hand we have May
which liberal education hould alway take into account.
flower Hill a a symbol of the quality of beauty and gracious living that the liberal art ;f
reflection and meditation should bring into the common life of mankind.
. rmy detachment, a reminder of the ten ion

of modern

On the other i

ociety and of the

with \vhich the education of the future must face its tasks.

Those of u

who are here at

work are determined that the college shall learn from both of the e influence
velop a philosophy fit both for the war and for the better day

and

that are to come.
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THE TALK OF THE COLLEGE
OF ROUND
ENDhistorian
of Colby

o future
College can
overlook 1942-43 as one of the eYent
ful years in the life of the college.
Routine has been dislocated, traditions
shattered a new era born. It has been
an exot1ng year. Looking back O\'er
the past 12 months we can feel satis
fa tion at the way the college has
fought its way through, fa t on its feet,
rolling with the punches, breathing
easily as the round ends.
Last July, you will remember, Julius
Seelye Bixler, without bothering about
a ceremonial inauguration, took office
as the sixteenth president of the ol
lege. Colby's first summer session was
instituted as a wartime expedient with
gratifying success.
A joint Army
Navy-CAA pilot training program was
conducted.
Colby's dream began to
come true as the co-eds mo\•ed into
their buildings on Mayflower Hill
which, by their beauty and utility, ex
ceeded everyone's most extraYagant ex
pectations. As Colby football celebra
ted its semi-centennial, the team played
its last schedule for the duration. For
the first time in history a senior class
was graduated in December.
With
the admission of freshmen in February,
the curriculum was revamped to put
-

- When called upon to
EXAMPLE
take a bow at the Alumnae

Luncheon as representing the oldest
class present, Sophia Hanson face, '81,
stood up and gave a one
entence
speech: " Behold this example of an
tiquity l"
Her sixty-two years out of college sit
lightly upon Mrs. 1ace, however, and
we know of many a person forty years
younger who would quail at the sched
ule that she set for herself in order to
attend the day's fe tivities at Colby.
Picture yourself, my young and husky
reader, following her footsteps:
Up before 6 A.M. on Saturday morn
ing in order to get a 7:30 train out of
Portland. Arriving at Waterville, go
out to Mayflower Hill, take in the
Class Day exercises and luncheon.
After se\'eral hours of meeting friends,
walk from Mayflower Hill to Presi
dent-Emeritus Johnson's house for the
supper and post-prandial festivities of
the " Old Timers.'' Thence to Presi
dent Bixler's house for the "at home."
When that plea ant occasion breaks up
about 10 P.M., walk over to the sta
tion and sit in the waiting room mak
ing good use of the �ime by cr?cheting
units for an incred1bly beauuful bed
spread for a granddaughter. Take the

the

college on a three term. year
The curriculum was
around system.
broadened in a major way by the
establishment of a course in 1edical
Technology and a Collegiate Sch�ol .of
.
Nursing. A big share of the fac1!tues
and teaching personnel of the college
were con\'erted to military purposes as

the 21st College Training Detachmc:;nt,
Army :\ir Forces, moved in, se\'eral
hundred strong, and Colby began to
throb to the hup-hup-hup-ho rhythm,
and pump intensive knowledge directly
into one vein of the mightiest air force
As the year ended,
in the world.
fraternity houses closed up and three
out of four undergraduate men said
good-bye to their college un:il after .the
war. Another summer session begins
with classes on the new campus - an
other step towards the total occupation
of Mayflower Hill.
Well ' there's the bell. Next round
coming up. We'll be back on the air
to give you another summary on July
15, 1 944. Meanwhile, keep tuned to
this magazine for the blow-by-blow
description.

Clang!

W.e 'Pdnt WiiA
'PAicle :lo. Mrs. Gertrude Pike Towne, '00,
Mrs. Blanche Emory Folsom, '09,
and Mrs. Grace Fletcher W ill ey 17,
,

current presidents of the State Fed
erations of Women's Clubs in
Rh:>de Island, Maine, and New
Hampshire, respectively.

Lt. Col. James E. Davidson, Jr.,
'30, presented with the Soldier's
Medal for heroism. (See page 16.)
Lt. Comdr. Charles E. Weaver,
'30, for his brilliant professional
work contributing to recent NaYal
successes. (See page 1 7.)

Capt. Richard L. Nickerson, '42,
commended for outstanding hero
ism during the Battle of the Solomons. (See page 16.)
.
Robert H. Mitchell, '40, for his
gallant attempt to rescue a child
from drowning. (See page 26.)

midnight train, sitting in a coach, ar
riving in Portland at 2:15 A.M. Sit in
the waiting room of Union Station
crocheting until the first bus comes by
at 6 A.M. ArriYe home in an hour
or so, just in time to freshen up a bit,
get bre�kfast, do a few household
chNes and get ready for Sunday School
and church.
And so, "behold this example" of
college
loyalty
of
refusal
to
be
stumped by inconveniences and, we
might conclude, of indestructibility!

Q

UADRANTIQUICENTENNIAL

- The Greeks may have had a
word for it, but we prefer the Latin as
a quick and con,·eni�nt way of saying
12yh anniversary. This sesquipedalian
word is vouched for by Dr. Wilbert L.
Carr who, as Taylor Professor of the
Latin Language and Literature, should
know.
Anyway, just 125 years ago on June
25th at ten o'clock in the morning, a
"long boat., - apparently a sort of
oversized rowboat - nosed into the
muddy bank of the Kennebec below
the falls. As Jeremiah Chaplin jumped
from the bow to land, a group of men
were observed coming down the path.
One Squire Boutelle introduced him
self and his friends and with hearty
hospitality they welcomed the Chap
lins and the ne"v college which they
represented, to Waterville. lvfrs. Chap
lin, especially must have been much
relieved, her pre\'ious misgi\'ings as
to the Watervillians being revealed m
a letter written a few days later:

... A number have called upon us
and seem very friendly. They do
not seem to be such ignorant, un
cultivated beings as some have
imagined. Many of those whom
I have seen apr;ear to be i;eople of
education and polished manners
nor ha e we been destitute of
Chri tian company .. .
We ha e a great deal of admiration
for Mrs. Chaplin.
Did you realize
that the famous sloop Hern, whose
replica sails into the wind on the tip
of the spire of the Miller Library, was
only 44 feet in length, that it had only
the one deck and no cabin, that it car
ried Mr. and Mrs. Chaplin, two chi!-
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dren, seven studencs, and two or three
crew, as well as the Chaplin's house
hold goods and whatever regular
cargo the Hero was hauling down to
Maine ?
To lea\'e her com fortable
DanYers home and neighbors and em
bark on a four day journey bounced
around on deck of this little sloop,
slapped by spray, exposed to sun and
rain, with meals of the sketchiest
nature took courage.
And all for
what ? So that her husband could ac
cept a position as professor of theology
in an institution which as yet was no
more than a gleam in the eyes of a few
Baptists in the sparsely-settled extrem
ity of Massachusetts· a po ition with a
stated salary of $600 ( of which only
$490 was paid in the first 12 months );
a position on a faculty which the trus
tees had not been able to persuade any
one else to join and which had no pres
ident· a position as teacher of a stu:
dent body which had no assurance ot
being increased beyond his own littl .e
band of seven disciples. In short, 1t
was one of those incredibly hopeless
propositions that have an irr� sistible
appeal to people like the Chaphns.
ow that the college which Jeremiah
Chaplin began when he met his first
class on J uly 6, 1818, has survived its
infancy and the varied crises of its long
life, it is easy to believe that its success
and growth were inevitable but at
that time the future was far from clear.
To those determined pioneers, the
Chaplins, then, should go � ur gratitude
for disregardin g all self-mterest and
making the hard choice in order that a
little Christian college might be started
- just a century and a quarter ago.

TION
C ONVERSA
one of those Pullman

- It was just
smoking
room conversati ons on the State-of
Maine Express going to Tew York:
"Didn't I see you get on at Waterv i l le? "
"Yes."
"Live there? "
"No. Do you?"
"Yes just moved from the Middle
West t ree years ago. We like it. a
lot. Nice town to live in. Dandy lit
tle college, too. Ever see Colby's May
flower Hill campus ?"
"Yes, I have."
.
" Boy, that is something: When 1t
ege
col
mcest
is finished , it will be the
plant I know of. You should go mto
the new women 's dormito ry. They'll
be glad to show you around any time.
It will knock your eye out! By the

h

�

way, my name 1s Liggett and I'm a
production engineer with the Hatha
w�y hirt fact? ry. What's your's? ·•
Lar�on. I m an architect . . . ,,
" Oh, oh I And I wa telling you
:.lbout Mayflower Hill 1 "
- It is a popu
PREPAREDNESS
lar editorial axiom that our lack

of foresight in preparing for this war
by compulsory military training puts
us at a serious disadvantage when con
fronted by tho e totalitarian nations
whose youth have for years been goose
stepping and drilling.
\Ve beg to differ. We even suggest
that America ( not by foresight, but by
following our natural v ay of life ) used
the 25 years between conflicts i n what
is now appearing to be the best possible
\\'ay to prepare a population to wage
war.
As e,·idence, we submit the fact that
America's ten million men under arms
are the best educated mass of men in
the world. Three times as many sol
diers as in World War I are college
men. The educational median of the
Army is higher than the tenth grade.
Forty-two per cent have completed
high school. . 'o other nation can
come anywhere near these figures.
So what ? I n the fi r t place, this i s a
mechanized war.
e,·er before have
such a large propomon of soldiers had
to handle mechanical weapons and spe
cialized tasks. To do this, they have
had to have the ability to learn. That
is an ability which is acquired in the
schoolroom, not on the d rill ground.
The rank and file have been learning,
learning, learning, month after month,
in the training camps. It has been the
most intensive mass educational proj
ect ever attempted. And where did
they get the teachers? From the col
leges. Only some six per cent of the
officers in our
rmy and Navy today
are professional military men. - The
remaining ninety-four per cent are
largely college men whose general
high-level education has fitted them
[or leadership - green, perhaps, but
catching on swiftly. Men in the ranks
who can learn, officers who can teach
and lead - that is the dividend which
America's system of free education and
network of college i paying to the
war effort.
In the second place, his schooling
has given the American soldier some
other valuable, though intangible,
characteristics. The boy who has gone
through the grind of the Axi military
_

training may be tough and skillful and
obedient, but the American youngster
whose individua lity has been preserved
by a non-military education ( i ncluding
his team-play experience on the ath
letic field) not only learns the same
characteristics, but i also an aggressive,
ingenious cus who can cope with the
unexpected in a way that the regi1nented Germans or Japanese seem un
able to do. Te timony to this fact
crop up in nearly every con\'er ation
with those who have been on the battle
front. "Without their officers, the Japs
are brave but helpless." " Faced with
a new tactic, the
azi airman is sty
mied until his higher officer works out
the answer for him." And so on.
There is only one known way to
train a population to be quick-witted
about new mechanical gadgets and
complicated ways of doing things, to
be able to assimilate instructions, to be
adju table to totally new environments
and ways of living, to be self-reliant
when they are on their own, to be able
to improvise continually and success
(ull ' - in other words, to be good
soldiers in a modern war. And thac is
j ust plain general education: grade
school, high school, college - the more
the better.
nd that i why we submit the
proposition that the rai ing of the level
of education in this country, as indi
cated by those Army statistics, was
fundamentally the best preparation that
could ha\'e been made for this emer
gency. While England wins her bat
tles on the playing fields of Eton, we
win our in the classrooms of Jonesville
H igh and Ivyhall College.

JOTTINGS

The Deke House
now sports a big USO sign.
Since it is considered "on post ' it is a
popular place for the Army students
on week-day e\'enings, as well as over
the week-end. Local women serve as
hostesses.
We are informed by Mary Thayer,
'28, of the Alumni Office, that exactly
3.200 new addresses were punched on
Colby alumni stencils over the last 12
months.
ow we know why the rail
roads are over-burdened - just Colby
men changing their addresses.
We note that the varsity hockey rink
has been turned into a garden. If
habit means anything, that area where
Colby pucksters blazed hockey history
for so many seasons should grow
nothing less than a Victory Garden.
-
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WAR PERVADES
second instalment of the class
T HofE 1943
graduated from Colby

ill
to

!!I
id
to

�

College on unday afternoon, May 23,
onsciou that 64 of their cla smates
were already in uniform and that the
roster of the ab ent members included
those \ ho ha\'e been killed, v. ounded,
taken prisoner, and decorated for valor.
The e 21 men and 30 women joined
the 27 men and 17 >vomen who re
cei\'ed their diplomas last December as
a result of the summer session. A m ili
tary touch wa gi\'en to the exercises
by the pre ence of five men in uniform.
Midshi pmen Lis , Pursley, Watson and
Wescott ' ere granted liberty fr m
their training school at Columbia Uni
versity to attend Commencement,
while 2nd Lt. David Brodie took the
opportunity of a lucky furlough to re
ceive his degree as of the class of 1942.
It was a different commencement in
many ways. The numbers of return
ing graduates were fewer, of course,
and the l ist of festivities was telescoped
into two days in tead of four. The
fact that all the eyents, except the Bac
calaureate Service, were held on May
Aower Hill and that the old campus,
particularly Fo s Hall and the other
women's buildings, teemed with sol
diers - all contributed to the unusual
quality of the occasion.
Various groups got together on Sat
urday forenoon for their annual meet
ings. The Colby chapter of Phi Beta
Kappa met for breakfast at the Con
gregational Church ,,,.hile the alumni
class agents were breakfasting at the
Elmwood. Later on, the Library Asso
ciate held their annual meeting in the
mith Room of the
Grace Coburn
Women's Union, while the Alumni
Council convened in the Edith Merrill
Hurd Room.
Senior Cla s Day exercises, after un
certainties due to dubious weather,
were held on the lawn in front of the
Lorimer Chapel. The clas prophecy,
parting admonitions, and gifts were all
duly enjoyed even though many of the
allusions which seemed so hilarious to
the seniors were less apparent to the
parents and alumni in the audience.
Once more the 1 862 Pipe of Peace
made the rounds, and once more the
strains of Alma Mater concluded the
exercises.
What one alumnus called "the best
meal I've had at any Colby Commenc e-

122nd

COMMENCEMENT

ment in 60 years" took place at noon
as the alumni and alumnae gathered in
the separate dining rooms of Louise
Coburn and Mary Low Halls, respec
tively, and were served by college girls
from the single kitchen which connects
both wings. Both dining rooms were
filled to capacity, but it is not belieYed
that anyone was turned away.
Paul M. Edmunds, '26, \Yas the preiding officer at the men's affair and in
troduced Roy M. Hayes, '18, to speak
for the 25 year class, and George Otis
Smith, '93, to represent the boys who
were back for their fiftieth reunion.
Judge Cyril M. Joly, '16, Chairman of
the Alumni Council, and Alumni Sec
retary Cecil Goddard, '29, made brief
reports, and Pre ident Bixler gave the
alumni a picture of the college of today
and what he could foresee of its future.
"President's Gavel s " were awarded
to four men who had been elected to
lead important organizations during
the past year. The recipients were:
Charles E. Gurney, '9
president of
the Maine Bar Association; Charles
Bradlee, '12 pres:dent of the
ational
Country Day School Headmasters As
so::iation: Dean Ernest C. Marriner,
'13. president of the ew England Col
lege Admissio:i Board· and Roy :M.

Hayes, '18, president of the ew Eng
land Junior College Council. "Golden
Circle " certificates were presented to
the members of the fifty year class and
a special certificate of appreciation and
affection was presented to Fred E.
( " Chef " ) Weymouth, who rounds
out a quarter century of service to
Colby College this year.
Simultaneously, in the coral dining
room of the Mary Low wing, the
women enjoyed the same menu and
their own list of speakers. Ruth Ham
ilton Whittemore, '12, was the toast
mistress, and President Bixler was first
on the program, so that he could then
step across i:':to the men's 1 uncheon.
Dean Tinetta M. Runnals, '08, was, of
course, listened to eagerly as she told
a':iout the epoch-making year and the
many adjustments incident to the new
life on Mayflower Hill. The chairman
welcomed the seniors into the alumnae
body and Elizabeth Tobey, '43, re
sponded.
Representati,-es from the
various reunioning cla ses took their
bows and said a few words. An origi
nal response was given on behalf of
1913. when Diana Wall Pitts and her
daughter, Josephine M. Pitts, '44, stood
up and debated, in verse, whether col
lege days could ever be any happier on

After Closs Doy Exercises, Seniors pose for group picture.
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MayAower Hill than they were in Foss
Hall.
Mrs. Eva Taylor Mackenzie,
'93, who had come from I 1ontana for
her fiftieth reunion, and Ellen J. Peter
son, '07 recently returned from China,
were listened to with interest.
tfrs.
Whittemore presented the Alumnae
Secretary with an orchid in apprecia
tion of her services to Colby women,
and to the incoming president, Mrs.
Alona Nicholson Bean '05, she gave a
gavel turned from a piece of the Board
man willows on the old campu .
Class reunions were held over the
supper hour and instead of scattering
to resorts and hostelries, all of the re
union dinners were held in the Elm
wood Hotel. Most of the groups were
smaller than normal, and a couple of
tables joined together sufficed. An ex
ception was the " Old Timers " re
union of those who have been out of
college for more than fifty years and
who were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Franklin W. Johnson in their new
home on MayAower Hill Drive. Later
in the evening, President and Mrs. Bix
ler opened their house to all who
wished to call and found a steady
stream of seniors with their families,
as well as alumni and other guests, en
joying their hospitality.
Sunday was a busy day for the sen
iors. It started when they were guests
of the faculty for breakfast at the Elm
wood. Prof. " Eddie Joe " Colgan, by
their request, gave the farewell re
marks on behalf of their professors. It
was a "family" affair and much en
joyed.
The First Baptist Church was the
scene of the Baccalaureate Service.
President Bixler delivered a grand ad
dress, looking squarely at the worl of
brutality and strife that the semors
were about to enter, but pledging that,
unlike 1918, society would not sink
back into apathy after the victory is
·won.

�

"The lines are already forming for

-a show-down after the war between the

youthful and the aged way of looking
at the world. When we talk of main
taining the British Empire intact, or
of keeping the Negro in his place, or
of isolationism, or of maintaining our
own standard of living at the expense
of the rest, we are using the language
of conservative age. But youth speaks
the language of unity, br?th�rhood, r�
sponsibility, common aspiration and it
has the flexibility to translate these
words into action."

HONORARY DEGREES CONFERRED
DOCTOR OF L

\V

To Robert E. Wilson . president of
Pan-American Petroleum and Tran port
ompany, the Commencement
speaker:
"Major m the Chemical
Warfare Re earch Division during the
last World War: director of well
known research laboracories; author;
inventor;
indusmalist:
winner this
year of the Perkin Medal for distin
guished research in chemistry·
en
gaged at the present time in important
work contributing to our country' de
fense - Colby salutes you a-s the
scholar in action and proudly adopts
you as her son."
.

DOCTOR OF LEITER

_MA'TER OF ART
To Ellen Josephine Peterson, '07,
Ba�t1st
mis ionary
to
Hangchow,
C_hma:
Teacher in China for twenty
nine years; loyal worker for demo
cratic ideals: fnend of the Chinese
people: devoted servant of Christ your college adds to its affection for
your personality this evidence of the
esteem for what you have accom
plisheJ ...
..

IA TER OF ART
To Alban us Moulton Pottle, '22,
principal of Lee Academy Lee, Me.:
" fember of :i family bound to Colby
by many ries; defender of your coun
try on the high seas in the last war;
active in the support of all good causes;
director of a school which under your
direction has made great strides for
ward - your college desires to make
public acknowledgement of your quali
Lies of leadership."

To Axel Johan UppvaU '05, profes
sor o( candinavian Languages Uni
versity of Pennsylvania: " ative of
Sweden; former student in France and
Germany; graduate of Colby· author
and translator; for many year profe sor of
candinavian Languages at a
distinguished
American
university·
twice honored for
cholarly attain
ments which, in the words of the King
of Sweden ' have helped to cement
more closely the bonds between the
great republic of the United States and
the Kingdom of weden ' - just forty
eight years ago, on May 23, 1 95, you
landed in this country. a wedish boy
with ten dollars in your pocket; today
your alma mater salutes you."

To Hugh Allen Smith '20, principal
of Coburn Classical Institute, Water
ville:
Member of the American Ex
peditionary Force of twenty-five years
ago· leader of boys and lover of truth;
on of Colby and neighborly partici
pant in various effort on its behalf your college would have you not with
out honor, e en in your own country."

Over the noon hour, the Dekes,
D.U.'s and A.T.O.'s held luncheons in
their chapter houses, while the other
Eraternities held informal reunions.
The Sigma Kappa and Chi Omega
sororities also served luncheons to their
alumnae members in their chapter halls
in the Women's Union.
The graduation exercises were held
at 3 : 30 in the Women's Gymnasium
which adjoins the Union. The plat
form was decorated with a background
of evergreens and the front of the stage
was lined with pink Martha Washing
ton geraniums. The academic proces
sion, with its colorful academic regalia,
filed in, the faculty and trustees ascend
ing the platform, while the seniors
took the front rows of the middle sec
tion.
A symphonic orchestra, con
ducted by Dr. Ermanno Comparetti
and composed of college tudents and

local people, played the proce ional
and, later, a symphonic movement.
Barbara S. Grant was the ole senior
speaker and she gave a closely reasoned
exposition exploring some of the ways
by which college graduates might best
return to society the benefits of the four
years qf study which they have re
ceived.
The Commencement Speaker, this
year, was an outstanding chemist and
industrialist, Dr. Robert E. Wilson,
president of Pan-American Petroleum
and Transport Company, winner of
many scientific distinctions including,
last January, the Perkin Medal for
conspicuous success in the application
of chemistry to engineering. From hi
seasoned experience, he analysed vari
ous economic systems which have been
tried out or are in existence today. He
assured the seniors that our American

fA TER OF ART

·
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system i fundamentally sound and the
way to bring the good lik ro the mo t
people.

" l n adversit , free democracies be
come tronger and free men fight more
zealously, whereas under a dictator ad
versity gradually leads to disillu ion
.ment,"' he declared.
" Blind obedience to a suppo edl y all
wise leader doe
not make the best
fighters, especially in the air or under
other circumstances when indiYidual
enterprise is at a premium. The out
standing achievements of the British
and American aviators during the past
year against the best the dictators can
offer more than justifies the confidence

and re pect which democracy places in
the individual."
A 1 22 year-old tradition � as ob
served when President Bixler addressed
the seniors in Latin. Then they filed
up to the platform and each individual,
as his or her name was announced,
walked acros th� stage to receive the
diploma and handshake from the pres
ident.
Then followed the customary
conferring of honorary degrees. The
list, except for the speaker, was con
fined to Colby graduates this year.
After the exercises were over, a re
ception was held in the U nioN, using
the facilities which were planned with
just such an occasion in mind. The
Martha Baker Dunn lounge was the

scene of the receiving line, where
guests had an opportunity to mill
around and meet the President a nd
Mrs. Bixler, the speaker, and the other
honorary degree recipients.
Refresh
ments were served in the small dining
room which opens into the Grace Co
burn Smith room. Those who wished
could find their way out onto the bal
cony, refresh themselves with the view
over the city towards the Dixmont
Hills, look across to the new dormitory
and the lawns teeming with cap-and
gowned

seniors

and

their

family

groups, and realize that they were wit
nessing the first of many, many Com
mencement scenes on Mayflower Hill.

ONE DAY OUT HERE
If

By Sgt. James L. McMahon, '44
"

ci:h·
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=
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G ET your men up !

Get 'em up! '
That is the sound that breaks
the stillness of the jungle night. I say
night but in five or ten minutes it will
be dawn things happen that fast out
here. We grumble and groan a bit
and then we go through the regular
formalities of a quickened reveille for
mation. This done we wait for our
jungle breakfast, the best that can be
had � ith the Army Type " B · · Ration
and a railroad brakeman, turned cook
for duration, to stir it together. We
start thinking out the possibilities for
Yesterday we
the morning's repast.
had pancakes with syrup. a luxury;
the morning before that we had de
hydrated eggs with bacon, or was it
this morning we
vienna sausage;
should have porridge. I hope that i t is
oatmeal, and I hope that the have a
bit of sugar maybe if they don t use
too much in the coffee we will ha e
enough to sweeter up the taste of the
porridge. So much for the prospect
ing.

The whistle blows, one long blast
and two short notes that' chow call
for us. We line up, dipping our mess
kits in boiling water, first to kill what
ever germs might have been attract�d
We dnft
to it during the night.
slowly along in line, each man talking
to his neighbor who probably heard
from a good authority that some cattle
were being slaughtered today and we
were sure to have steak tomorrow.

The writer of this graphic essay has
been in service nearly two and one-half
years, being one of the local National
Guard company to go to Camp Blan
ding in February, 1 94 1, after complet
ing one semester at Colby. He is the
'
wn of James E. McMahon, 15, and is
one of th1·ee brothers, all in service
overseas. Sgt. McMahon is a member
of the A LUMNUS Editorial Board.
The picture of his comparatively peace
ful Zife on a South Pacific island is no
longer true, however, as the latest re
port is that he has moved up into one
of the recent " hot spots " in the
Solomons.

Everyone hoped that the mess sergeant
would secure a good hind quarter so
we wouldn't have stew as we did last
time.
We finally reach the serving table.
The cook looks sad. All he was able
to fix for breakfast was creamed
chipped beef, biscuit and coffee with
sugar in it, but he says reassuringly,
" We 11 have a good supper baked
beans and catsup,'' so everyone peps up
in a n ticipation of the evening meal.
We sip our coffee. Anxiously we
·
await the end of the mess line. We
then make a dash to see if there are
"seconds " on biscuit. There aren't,
we are disappointed, but we will man
age. We continue sipping our coffee
and discuss last night's news broad-

cast.
Some of the boys think that
things are taking a good turn for our
side, some think that Elmer Davis isn't
letting everything out, some are terrifi
cally fed up on unions after hearing
that they have been turned against the
war effort for selfish reasons. E\"ery
thing settled, we wash our mess kits
and go back to our tents to prepare for
work call.
After arranging my bunk in the pre
scribed manner, mosquito bar down to
keep out all lizards, ants, spiders etc.,
I make my way to the office. It is
quite an office· mail case witb twenty
four separations on one side; work
desk in the corner; second, third and
fourth class rack on the right; all be
ing enclosed in a pyramidal tent. If
you haven't already guessed my duties
comprise that of Regimental Mail
Clerk. Some days my work is ardu
ous, some days it is not, but at this time
in the morning there are always
rumors of a hard day's work ahead.
" Joe just came up from the beach and
he said that he had seen two hundred
bags of mail there; shouts one passing
hopeful. We check with APO. " Yes,
there is mail there, but it is all Navy
and Marine mail," declares an imper
sonal voice. Our hopes vanish.
We still have routine things to do,
and problems to straighten out. First
we find that someone recei ed a cir
cular from his dentist telling him to
" be sure and have your teeth looked

8
after soon, six months ha\'e elap e<l
since last \·isiting my oflice." This cir
cular has chase<l the boy from replace
ment center to training center, from
training center to permanent assign
ment and final ly ended up in our
hands. Where is he ? Oh yes, the unit
mail clerk just remembered the fellow,
only with us a few weeks, he was left
in the hospital at our last station. 'ow
we have an APO number to forward
it to.
Let them extend the hunt
further.
ext problem: Johnny has received
a letter from his mother.
In it she
states that she has mailed a box to him
containing sox, candy, and cookies.
She mailed the box the same day that
she posted the letter.
Tow why didn't
the package get here when the letter
did ?
A logical question from his
viewpoint. We explain to him simply
about shipping space, etc., and he goes
away still thinking that r am wearing
the sox and the crew is eating his
candy and cookies.
More problems come up and are set
tled in the same imple way. Some of
them not seeming so much to the aver
age layman, but meaning much to the
individuals directly concerned.
Now
it is time to start on the dail y mail
route. Our peep rolls along a trail
through a large coconut grove for five
or six miles. The route includes stops
at various companies along the way
and one boat ride. Along the route is
one of the prettiest of shore drives. It
has remained through the centuries un
touched by man.
o hot dog stands,
no bil l boards, none of these things
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that mark the e n t rance of civilization.
o<l alone ha ma<le thi sight and
may he keep it this way (or eternity.
During the hort boat ride across the
soun<l on the legendary " taten I land
Ferry " one notices the bluene s o( the
water. It is o blue and clear that one
can ee into depthless cor:il caverns, out
of which wim all manner of tropical
fish, more beautiful than anything that
can be seen off Maine' · rugged coast
( although that coa dine would look
plenty good to us right now ) . Above
all, these little bluefish best represent
creatures in their natural habitat, o
much more proud and free than when
you see them penned up in the tate
Aquarium.
The very way that they
swim and chase each other through the
bluest water in the world gives off that
sense of freedom which man ha tried
so hard to attain, but for which his
hand has groped for centuries, never
reaching the la t rung in her ladder.
We are in formed that one of the
companies is having a novelty for din
ner, " Heart of the Palm ' salad.
o
\ e plan to stop there for the noon
meal. Thi alad is sai<l to be a luxury
back in the states, costing se\'en dollars
for five ounces, but here anyone with
the will to cut a tree down, or more
properly, one who ha to cut a tree
down in line of duty, may make it pos
sible for his company to en joy this
" Million Dollar ala<l " as it i some
times called. The fruit is taken from
the heart of the Palm Tree which i s
near the top where the new branches
begin. The cooks strip it and serve it
with vinegar. As it is the only raw

food that we eat, except the coconut,
it is downe<l with a relish that is or
Jinarily gi\•en to a
-ew England
Boiled Dinner.
The gourmets at
home may a<ld more ingredients to the
alad, but I am ure that it i not ap
preciated any more there, than it is by
the doughboys out here.
The ride home is uneventful. Along
the road we see variou
igns of Yan
kee ingenuity, uch a oil <lrum how
ers, pup rent palace - e erywhere the
boys making the most out of what lit
tle they have.
ome have even con
tri\·ed washing machines that hook up
to a peep motor.
After the company has devoured the
promised baked beans with catsup, the
boys break up into the usual after sup ·
per groups. Some will play volley ball,
some will
huffie the pasteboards,
others will write to their dear ones,
while others will discuss the events of
the day and wait for the evening's
ne\v broadca t.
The sun ets here are beautiful.
They are very red with spots of orange
running up and down and through the
edges.
t times you see where the
un is drawing water for the evening
shower. That seems to be God's way
of repaying humanity for the tortuous
heat that he has poured down upon us
since <la\.vn.
You view all this
through the ever present branche of
the palm tree, or from the edges of
the sea. And when you are on the
edges of the sea you may watch the
la t ray ..vither and drop be •ond the
edge of the earth where it i de tined
to rise in all its brilliance over home.

FABUL OUS PALACE SAVED BY ALUMN US
T HE

interest and vigorous efforts
of a Colby alumnus saved one of
the most astonishin g and fabulous
architectural specimens of Portland
_
from demolition i n favor of a gasolme
station.

This is the story of the Victoria
Mansion and the part played in its
preservati on by William . H. � olmes,
'97, now retired and makmg his home
in Portland after a notable career as
Superinte ndent of Schools in Mount
Vernon, N. Y., during which he came
to be recognize d as one of th� fore
most public school educators m the
country.

Victoria Mansion is the name given
to what i n 1 856 was the most modern

house in Portland, a millionaire's play
thing on which was lavished all of the
elaborate decorative art which was
characteristic of the
Victorian era.
Long empty, the Mansion at the cor
ner of Danforth and Park is now open
to the public as a museum and has
attracted visitors from all the states,
and even was the object of a visit
from the curator of a London museum.
To illustrate the almost unbelievable
luxury of this show place, one might
mention the $400,000 French carpets,
the silver-plated hot air registers, the
gold-plated cei l i ng cornices, the orna
mental Italian bronze and marble
statuettes, and the elaborate gas chan
deliers.

So far as can be di covered, the
Mansion had the first bathtub i n the
State of Maine, one of the first furnaces,
and a bathroom whose rich frescoes
in soft reds and blues recall Pompeii.
That tub, made of black walnut,
the sides and ends paneled, and lined
with tinned copper of the best k i nd
and quality according to a clau e i n
the contract with the architect, Henry
Austin of New Haven, perhaps best
remembered today as architect of the
old library at Yale University, is yet
in its place, changed only by the ad
dition at some time or other of a coat
of ivory paint over the tinned copper.
It appears to be still in very fair work
ing order.
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The bathtub was but one fruit of
what must have been a field day for
Portland plumbers of the late '50's,
judging &om the fact that well over a
ton of lead p i pe was removed from
the mansion by a local firm when the
pipes were changed for brass a decade
and a half ago.
The contract which laid down the
specifications for the bathtub took
cognizance also of the washstands of
which there are five in different parts
of the house. All were constructed
of the best Italian marble fini hed in
the best style. Wood used was first
quality mahogany.
The bowls, too,
were of the best kind and quality, with
silver plated trimmings, all complete
for drawing hot and cold water. All
of the bowls are decorated with differ
ent and really beautiful designs, the
double one in the guest room bearing
a profusion of pink flowers l ike delicate
painted china. The one in the bath
room itself, set i ngeniously into a nar
row corner, boasted an interesting
draining de\'ice controlled by a l ittle
gadget at one side.
And the heating system, if uch a
thing were possible eclipsed the plumb
ing. The registers in all of the first
and second story rooms of the mai n
building were silver plated. S o too,
were the flue cranks or dampers which
matched the silver plated bells for the
servants.
Imagine all this against the con
temporary background where stoves

were coming into general use by the
more progressive, where the pitcher
a nd handbowl on a wash stand, sup
plemented perhaps on Saturday nights
by a wooden wash tub i n the kitchen,
set the standards for bathing facilities.
And what kind of a man was it
who erected such a house in conserva
tive Portland ? What woman trailed
her full skirts down the turkey carpet
of the great mai n staircase ?
Ruggles Morse, who approved the
fabulous provisions of the house con
tract so far as can now be ascertained,
was born in South Leeds, where he
spent his boyhood. Coming then to
Portland he left this City while still
a youth to work i n the Hotel Astor in
New York.
Just how he arrived in Louisiana no
one now recall , but he became the
proprietor of two of the largest hotels
in
ew Orleans, one the famous old
City Hotel whose clients numbered
many plantation owners and cattlemen.
Dealing also in mortgages, Mr. Morse
became associated with various busi
ness enterprise in the South.
With the achievements of prosperity
came the urge to spend the Summers
in his native state, and his splendid
Portland mansion despite its half
dozen gorgeous fireplaces, and the
central heating plant with a great
brick furnace enclosing a n i n ner iron
firepot and dome, was actually built
as a summer home.

This and presumably his Southern
affiliations explai n the open piazza
and the columned portico at the back
looking across what were once formal
gardens, up the hill to the house
owned by the Carrolls from Baltimore
from whom Mr. Morse bought the
land for his grounds.
His own house with its rare woods,
its great central skylight, its stained
glass window bearing the state seals
of Maine and Louisiana, i ts murals
completed by 12 New York artists
headed by the Italian Giovanni Guidi
rini, its rich furnishings with draperies
and carpets from France, is said to
have cost $400,000, a far more sub
stantial sum in the purchasing power
of that day than it would represent
now.
What reaction this " Italian villa i n
the French style of a high Victorian
order," as one architectural authority
described it, might have i nspired i n
the conservative Portland o f Civil War
days had the situation remained un
complicated by other issues, offers an
i ntriguing field for speculation, but
the
uspicion somehow arose that
Ruggle
Morse was a Confederate
sympathizer.
No matter how un
founded, this shadow made him a man
set apart, and few indeed there were
who crossed the pavement of enormous
flagstones before his house to enter
its 10 foot-high black walnut portals
with their carved lion's heads. Few
festivitie
uch as he probably antici-
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pated took place i n t h e drawing room
where ceiling frescoes said to be as
beautiful as any in Europe or America,
cornices adorned with gold leaf and a
marvelous central gasolier might well
have looked down upon gay throngs
reflected in the two tall pier glasses
and the massive m irror above the white
marble fireplace mantel surmounted
by painted Cupids in swirled medal
l ions.
All tales agree that Mr. Morse re
mained apart from the active l ife of
the community and that he was un
happy. H e never ceased to resent the
old imputation that he had not been
entirely loyal to the Government in
the struggle between the states.
H is house, planned evidently for the
special convenience of his family, was
a l uxurious hermitage. Mr. Morse
is said to have l iked best the l ibrary
with its carved mahogany bookcases
lined w i th velvet.

In earlv vears, at lea t. Mrs. Morse
must ha\'� �ared to l i nger in her pow
der room between the master bedroom
( now the young lady's room ) and the
elaborate bathroom. Here b) the win
dow was her mi rror, illuminated at
night by small twin ga iet on swing
ing arms, each ending in a female head
and shoulders. Opposite was the big
cedar closet, still faintly aromatic,
which held her wardrobe. The central
motif of the frescoed ceiling suggests
a printed kerchief, while mural medal
l ions added charm to the walls.
One might suppo e any '"'Oman
would delight to be mistress of such
a home, but it is yet remembered that
her frequent plaint was, " Oh, i f I
could only get back to my lO\·ely house
in
ew Orleans!"
he outlived Mr. Morse, who died
i n 1 893, and during her later years
closed the house to reside at a local
hotel. Both she and her husband are
buried in Evergreen Cemetery.

To Miss Clara Holmes, a former
teacher of interior decoration in the
New York publi c schools, and her
brother, Dr. William H. Holmes, now
of Portland, belongs the credit for sav
ing what is called the best standing
example of Victorian art and architec
ture in northeastern America from
destruction and re taring the rooms on
the two main floors to something of
their early magnificance.
1!any of the original pieces are in
cluded among the furnishings bought
for it by Dr. and Miss Holmes, while
many other valuable articles have bee n
loaned by the Society for the Preserva
tion of New England Antiquities.
Holding, as i t does, this Colby con
nection, as well as being well worth a
visit for its own sake, the Victoria
fan ion could well be o n the " must "
l ist for any alumni who l ive in or
around Portland, or who haYe oppor
tunity to stop O\'er in that fair Maine
city.

HIGH LIGHTS OF COLBY BASEBALL H ISTO RY
By Oliver L. Hall, ' 9 3
T the conclusion of the May i nstallment mention was made of
" Whit " Parsons, ' 9 1 , as the sparkplug
0£ the Colby team for his four years i n
college. Parsons always was ready for
a joke or a fight and on the diamond
never quit until the last man was out.
I remember one game with Maine on
the Colby d iamond, perhaps in 1 889,
when the visitors were leading 8 to 1
in the late innings. Ralph Blackington
of Rockland was pitching for the
Orono lads and he was puzzling the
home team no end. He had plenty 0£
speed and wide-break ing curves and it
looked l ike the showers for Colby.
Along about the seventh inn � ng, P � r
sons got on and arrived at third with
two men out. H e danced about the
bag in mad fashion and finally was
In
cau<Tht between third and home.
the � ttempt of the Maine players to ru:i
him down Parsons suddenly got h i s
shoulder i n front of t h e b a l l deflecting
it i nto foul territory. He had plenty
of time to score but instead returned to
third base, remarkin g loudly that he

A

could go home any time.
Parsons had realized that unless the
Maine pitcher went i nto the a i r, Colby
His j udgmen t
nil.
were
chances
proved correct and B lackingt on sud-

This continues the narrative of
Colby baseball plays and players begun
in the May issue.
Mr. Hall, former
player and always a keen follower of
the sport, accepts our request to name
an All-Star Colby nine, but does it in a
unique way, as may be noted on an
ensuing page.

denly lo t the plate. One Colby player
after another went to first on balls and
when the inning ended Colby was on
even terms with Maine and went on to
take the game, won by the quick think
ing of Parson .
Maine college games in those years
were generally enlivened by the tactics
of Parsons, who played baseball to win.
Most everything went i n those days i f
you could get away w i t h it a n d befool
the umpire . I recall a game with Bates
when Parsons was playing in the out
field.
The game was on the Bate
ground in the shadow of Mt. David,
a I believe the small hill was called in
Lewiston. The field rolled down h i l l .
O n e o f t h e opposing team smashed a
long hit into the territory guarded by
Par ons who turned quickl y and ran
with the approachi ng bal l . Suddenly
Par ons leaped high into the air, rolled

o\·er two or three times on the ground
and then held up h i hand with a ball
in it. The umpire called the batter out
:rnd a wild shout of anger can1e from
the crowd. Spectators near the scene
rushed in to tell the umpire that Parons did not make the catch but picked
the ball up from the ground, which
allegation Parsons roundly denied.
The play went as called, the umpire
refusing to alter his decision.
The Colby players were puzzled.
They had not thought that Parsons
made the catch but they did not think
he would l i e about the play had he
picked up the ball from the ground.
The solution came in the dressing
room after the game when Parsons said
laughingly to the Colby manager that
the team owed him a ball as the last
innings were played with h i bal l . He
had carried one on the field in h i s hip
pocket and got it into his hand when
rolling on the ground. Probably the
real ball became the prey of the small
boys.
The most exciting moments on the
ball ground in my recollection came in
a Bowdoin game at Brunswick in the
season of 1 89 1 . Colby and Bowdoin
had a hot pennant race that spring. I n
t h e fir t game Colby slaughtered Bow-
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doi n at \Vatenille 2 1 to . and a few
day later Bowdoin returned the com
pl iment beating Colb at Brunswick
by the terrible score of 23 to 5 . The
next game was tight, Bowdoin winning
by a ru n and taking the fourth i n the
eries, 12 to 7 at 'Waterville. The
teams were playing best of six that
year w ith Bate and Maine haYing a
duet of their O\ n. The fi fth game
went to Colb 14 to 4 at Brunswick
and was acco� panied by a riot.
Parsons was catching for Colby and
Verne 'W hitman pitchi ng. Whitman
had terrific peed . He wa
i x feet
three w ith long arms and his faYorite
ball was an outdrop that, tarting from
his u nusual altitude deYeloped a n
amazing weep. H e concentrated on
his pitching and was not always qu1ck
witted i n his fielding.
Fred Fish the Bm: doi n catcher,
physically small but a bundle of dyna
mite, reached thi rd base with two out.
The Bowdoin batter topped one of
\Vh itman' slants and the ball came to
a tandstill about ten feet in front of
the plate. Fish sprinted for home but
a quick play by \\ hitman m ight haYe
caught him.
But Verne remained
anchored in the box, ju t a spectator.
I w2s playing shortstop and ran in for
the ball. Parson blocked Fish from
the platter and fell on him pinning the
Bowdoin runner to the ground ome
three or four feet from the home plate.
The tardy arrival of the ball gave the
play away, while the large-sized Par
sons was spread O\'er the dimi nuti\'e
Fish l ike a blanket.
The Bowdoin players rushed from
the bench and pulled Parson off their
catcher, handling Parsons a bit roughly
and Whit fought back. In a moment
the Bowdoin crowd joined i n and. but
for the cooler heads there would have
been real trouble. Fish was accorded a
core and the remainder of the game
was played under great tension, the
crowd, Bowdoin sympathizers, not tak
ing the defeat gracefully.
The fire broke out again when the
Colby players were walking to the
hotel after the game, some roughs
jostling them until the Wate�ville lads
picked up their bats to fight It out. I t
w a s then that the Brunswick police i n
tervened and made one arrest - taking
Whit Parsons to the cooler on charge
of disturbing the peace of the college
town. The Colby manager got an at
torney and persuaded the municipal
judge to hold a trial i n the night. Par-

11
witch hazel and Johoson's Anodyne
Li niment. ·
We had good coaching in those days.
The employed coaches in my years in
cluded Billy Mains, a big league star
pitcher for Chicago and Boston, who
was a product of \Vindham, Me., and
was known as ' The \Vindham Won
der.'" \Vhen his player days were over
Mains continued in the baseball line
by manufacturing bats at his home i n
Windham. Another o f our coaches
was tfike . fadden, an excellent pitcher
with the Boston ational League team.
The coach of the 50-year team was
" Billy " Donovan, father of Wallie,
·3 1 , one of Colby's football greats.
Billy was a thorough ballplayer and
caught several seasons w ith New Eng
land League teams.

J A C K COOMBS,

'06,

IN H I S P R I M E

. . . o n e o f the greatest boxmen
of all time . . .

sons was a quitted and the Colby fans
returned home happy.
That left the series three and nvo
with Bowdoin leading and one more
game to play at Waten1ille. Colby
took it by one run in ten innings even
i n,!! the series. Tt wa decided to play
off in Le\\'iston but the Bowdoin team
did not show up and the umpire
awarded the pennant to Colb on a
forfeit as there was evidence that Bow
doin had agreed to play. The reason
for the forfeit was that Fish broke his
arm j ust before the team was to leave
for Lewiston and it was decided to let
the game go by default.
Parsons wa a tern d isci plinarian as
well as a dynamic leader. The base
ball men were obliged to dnote all the
daylight time they could spare fr�m
their college work to baseball practice
and a large proportion of the time was
devoted to batting; doubtless a reason
why Colb team of those year piled
up good averages with the bat. The
batter was ordered not to shrink from
the plate and if the ball was to hit him
he had to take it except i n the head.
And Parsons stood behind him with a
bat to see that there was no pull i ng
away. Compelled to choose between
the ball and the bat wielded b the
heavy-hande d Parsons, the batters stood
rii;ht up to the plate. Conli ?ence was
gained but each season I earned on my
1 36 pound body the round impressions
of several baseballs. I have no doubt
that this stern discipline lifted our bat
t ing averages but it took a heavy toll i n

The '92 team did not duplicate the
uccesses of the pennant-winning n i nes
of 1 890 and 1 89 1 . It had strong play
ers in Captain " Bill " Bonney at first
base George Hoxie at second, William
E. Lombard Fred Latlip and H. F .
Kalloch, one of t h e most dependable
outfielders Colby ever had but m is
fortune dogged its trai-1 from the start
of the season when it lost its first-string
battery. Whitman 'Nas a fever patient
j ust after the season opened and was
out for the summer while Carl Rey
nolds the catcher, was i nj ured and
went to the sidelines. I was called be
hind the bat to take up the white man's
burden for the league games and it
UJas a burden for we had no other
pitcher of Whitman's class.
If the
good points of the several substitute
pitchers could have been amalgamated
in one man we would have had a
phenom but they all had their weak
nesses a well and generally lasted
from two to three innings. I usuall y
had t o catch from three t o fi v e pitchers
each game.
In '93 we broke about even with
Whitman back i n the box and Ben
Coffin of Freeport, a swell receiver, be
hind the bat. In '94, Colby was back
in the win column again and captured
another under the steady leadership of
Captain George Hoxie, who had two
able pitchers in Whitman and Levi
Patterson, who starred on the gridiron
as well as on the d iamond. Eddie
Osborne, son of Sam of immortal
Colby memory guarded the first bag
and aided materially with his lusty bat.
Eddie has the reputation of having
hit the longest home run ever seen on
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I n anS\\·er to the Editor·

ALL-TIME, ALL-FAMOUS, ALL-COLBY BASEBALL TEAM
challenge in the i\ !ay i ue to n:ime :in

1 1-Time All-Colby baseball team. I submit here

with a new kind of an " All '' team - a team of real b:ill players whose subsequent distinction in l i fe makes it unique.
I should like to see any college or uniYersity submit a team of three college presidents, four supreme court j u tices ( in
cluding two Chief J ustices) and other outstanding figures w h ich could give the aboYe aggregation any kind of a battle
on the di amond . Note that they are assigned to positions they actually played on varsity teams. Ju t listen to this line-up :
( ] ) Albion Woodbury Small, ' 7 6, shortstop; varsity shortstop, l 7 -f ; later President of Colby College Dean of the
Graduate School Uni\·ersity of Chicago, called the " founder of ociology in America " ; ( 2 ) Shailer Mathews, '84, second

base; varsity second baseman, 1

2; Dean of the University of Chicago DiYinity School

one of the nation's top-flight

religious writers and thi nkers ; ( 3 ) Leslie Colby Comish, '75, catcher; caught for the 1 T2 team ::ind played third ba e,
1874 ; Chief J ustice, Supreme J udicial Court of . faine; (-t) Charles Putnam Barnes, '92 pitcher; pitched on l 9_ team;

Chief J ustice, Supreme J udicial Court of Maine; ( 5 ) Arthur Jeremiah Roberts, '90, third base; played third ba e, 1

7,

outfield next three years, captain, 1 889; President of Colby College; ( 6) Herbert Mayhew Lord, '84, left field· played left
fi.dd, 1 880; Major General, United States Army, Di rector of the Budget of the United States; ( 7 ) Harrington Putnam,

'70, relief pit :her; pitched for " Delphics," 1 867, an informal Colby team which preceded the fir t rnrsity nine·
ssociate
J ustice, Supreme J udicial Court of
ew York ; ( 8 ) Clarence Edmund Meleney, '76, center field; played center field on
1 874 team; Superintendent of Schools for
ew York City ; ( 9) William Lowell Bonney '92 first base; played first base
in 1 890, 1 89 1 , and 1 892, captain in 1 892 ; Speaker of the House, State Treasurer, promi nent Maine citizen ; ( 1 0 ) Na
thaniel Butler Jr., '73, right field; played right field on 1 872 team; President of Colby College, Dean of the College of
Education, University of C h icago; ( 1 1 ) James Henry Hudson, '00, infield substitute; played third base 1 97 1 9 , and
fir t base 1 900; Associate Ju tice,

upreme J ud icial Court of Maine.
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the Colby d iamond, in a game aga i n t
Bate , the ball l a nd i ng by the old pump
which then stood opposite where Rob
erts Hall now sta nds. Old Sam drove
in a take to mark the pot which re
mai ned until the tennis court was
taken out to make way for the 220
. a rd straightaway track.
The week after that h i toric wat
Maine came down to pla and Charlie
H a i ne , the faine pitcher, started to
kid Eddie about that
accidental "
home run. J ust to show that it was
no accident, Eddie laced out another
which landed i n almost the identical
pot. U n fortunately, the grou nds were
damp and in starting to run, Eddie
slipped on the clay a n d strained his
ide. He hobbled gamely around the
base a fast as he could but
as
tagged at the plate.
'·

l t was not u ntil 1 98 that Colby
agai n copped the bunti ng, that year
u nder the le:idershi p of Captai n H. H .
Putnam, fi rst base with J . T. Scannell
performing abl in the box. Varney
P utnam at second, J i rnmy Hudson,
now a re ered j u tice of the Maine
Supreme Court, at t h i rd , a nd Bobby
Aust i n at hort completed a stonewall
i nfield.
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I n years when Colby's e n rollment
has been but small in comparison with
that of the other Maine colleges and
the available baseball material compar
atively slight i t has been the good for
tune of the Waterville i n stitution to
develop excellent pitchers, who e fine
performances i n the box ufficed to
keep Colby i n the state r u n n i ng, de
spite rather mediocre players in some
of the positions due to shortage of ma
terial. One of those u nusual pitchers
came to Colby i n the clas of 1 902 i n
ewenham. a
the per o n o f Horace
Cherryfield lad who, starting in 1 99,
carried the brunt of d iamond battle for
the Blue a nd G ray for four successive
seasons.
Men who were in college with Hor
ace
ewenham will tell you that he
was a super-twirler ' ho combined
dazzl i ng speed with sharp-breaking
curves, superb control and fine base
Hall Dearborn, who
ball acume n .
ewenham,
played second base beh i nd
i n formed me that Jack Coomb , then
in Coburn, picked up a lot of box
Horace, s
watching
by
knowledge
sharpshoot ing i n the Colby games.
ewenham supplemen ted his .pitchi ? g
with h i s warclub on one occasion d nv-

ing a ball that was only stopped by the
north wall of North College and that
was a stupendous blow in any man's
league.
Following one game that
ewenham pitched on a Colby trip
i nto Massachu etts he was seen by a
big league scout who follo"·ed him
home seeking his ignature to a con
tract, but
ewenham then, and on
later occasions, declined to e nter profes
sional baseball . H i s fellow players a t
Colby belie\'ed t h a t he would have
shone brilliantly had he accepted the
offers he received.
Some excellent ball players were on
the iewenham teams a Jack Scan nell,
who caught Horace in the latter's
freshman ye:i r ; J immy Hudson one of
Colby's smartest third basemen of all
time ; Eddie R ice, a n i n field stonewall;
Leon Saunder , a outhpaw pitcher a nd
clever outfielder; Varney Putnam, who
hit them far a nd wide, and W. A.
Cowing, known to Colby men as
" Bill," now a high school principal i n
West Spri ngfield where h e is beloved
by generations of his scholars. New
rnham led the Colby team to a pen nant
i n 1 90 1 .
After
ewenham came John Wesley
Coombs, '06 the greatest of Maine
baseball pitchers and one of the great
est boxmen of all time, who shone
brilliantly with the Philadelphia Ath
letics for many years and later pitched
for Brooklyn aher Con nie Mack sold
his star players down river. The career
of J ack Coombs i s known to all i nter
ested in big league baseball and Colby
people in particular, o it is not neces
sary to rehearse i t here. Coombs was
the mainstay of the Colby team during
his college years and was largely re
sponsible for the winn i ng of state
_
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pennants i n 1 904 a n d 1 906. H e had
some good men behind him, Bill Cow
i ng and Charlie Dwyer beh ind the bat,
A . Parker Craig a t the hot corner,
Joh n n ie Pugsley at short, Tilton at
second and Frank Leighton and Tri
bou i n the outfield. Those I remem
ber, and there were doubtless other
clever ball player in the Colby spangles
in those years.
Howe\'er, I did not contract to write
a history of Colb baseball only some
reminiscence
of the earlier years.
There are j ust a few more whose per
formances I have observed that I wish
to mention. A ny story of Colby base
ball would be incomplete without
speaking of Ralph
. Good, ' 1 0, al
most as capable on the diamond as on
the gridiron and one of Colby's sport
immortals. He played cente.r field on
the '07 and '08 teams and was the
chief pitcher in the next t\>VO years.
Jn 1 909 the club tied for the title.
Good was a heavy h itter, a fast man on
the paths and a veritable ball hawk.
His brother Roy, · 1 3 was a competent
center fielder.
Shortly after R alph Good, came
Frank A. James from Belfast I think,
a slender blonde lad who curved them
over for four years and he was good
too. He pitched Colby to a state pen
nant in 1 9 1 5 . Then Everett Bucknam
did some good box work for his col
lege i n three years of pitching. Behi nd
the bat he had one whom I regard as
the best Colby catcher J have seen,
Wentworth V. Driscoll of the class of
' 1 9, now a ew York doctor who was
a classy receiver who could hit them
out.
Perhaps he did not outran k
Charlie Dwyer or B i l l Cowan b u t h0
had everything.
R ight after Driscoll came Johnny
Lanpher another very competent back
stop. However, I ha\'e CO\'ered about
half a century of Colby baseball and
think T will drop the curtain a nd let
omeone else take u p the last twenty
.five years with the hint that in doi ng
so the should not forget the Peabody
trio from Houlton, real ball players.
P.
A a defense again t charges
of neglect i n not mentioning thi or
that desen·ing Colby player I set up
the alibi that I haYe mentioned tho e
tellar performers who e names and
feat remai n i n my memory. I uggest
that anv fault finders write a story
themsel�es and J ha\'e no doubt that
Editor mith will give i t good treat
ment.
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PlllLADELPHIA MEETING

� 'TY - TWO members and
T Wtnends
of the Philadelphia Colby

THE OLD TIMERS CLUB

T HE

Old Timers Club has started
a new era in Colby Commence
ments.
No longer will the Old Grad be seen
v.:andering about the campus, alone,
disconsolate, wishing he hadn't come,
resolving that he will not come again.
On the contrary, he is sure to fi nd some
of those who were in college with him,
will make acquaintance with other old
graduates, and will have such a good
time at the meeting of the Old Timers
Club that he will resolve to attend ev
ery Commencement as lo ng as he is
able.
The Old Timers met at the beautiful
home of Dr. and Mrs. Franklin W.
Johnson on Mayflower H i l l on Satur
day, May 22, 1 943.
Those present were : Mrs. Sophia
Hanson Mace, '8 1 ; Robie G . Frye, ' 2 ;
John E . Cummings, ' 8 4 ; M r . and Mrs.
Frank B . Hubbard, '84; Albert M.
R ichardson, ' 6; Charles C. Richard
son, '87 ; Joel F. Larrabee ' 7 ; Mr.
and Mrs. Albert F. Drummond, '88;
Charles Hovey Pepper, '89; D r . John
L. Pepper, '89; Edward F. Stevens, '89;
Dr. William L. Soule, '90; Dr. and
Mrs. Frankli n W. Johnson, '91
Dr.
and Mrs. George R . Campbell, '9 1 ;
William A . Smith, '9 1 ; Ernest F. Os
good, '92 ; President and Mrs. B ixler.
A delicious d i nner was served in the
l iving-room and l i brary. There were
no speeches or other formalities. Re
grets from Dudley Holman, '84, and
others were read. A n interesting and
entertaining feature was the reading of
the following telegram: " FINED $50
FOR ABSENCE. CHECK IN THE
MAIL. LOVE TO ALL. - BERTIS
A. PEASE, '82."
Almost everyone present had some
anecdote to tell of h i s college days.
Some of the stories were q uite reveal
ing .:...._ all were entertaining.
The
brought vividly to mind college l i fe of
over fifty years ago. In short, we had
a real good t ime and the best n·union
·

FUNDS HIT NEW HIGH
Final figures from the Alumni and
Alumnae offices reveal that the contri
butions of Colby men and women to
their college soared way above all previ
ous marks for a total of S,13,830.69.
While the women's fund showed a
gratifying increase of some 15 per
cent (from $1,828.25 to $2,104.00) the
major increase was reported by the
alumni who nearly doubled their last
year's mark, itself a record, to reach
$ 1 1 726.69.
Competition among the classes was
keen and a new Class Agent, Franklin
W. Johnson of 1891, came to the
front with two of the championships:
largest amount of moaey ($752) and
biggest 100 percent class. The long
time champion Class Agent of 1 92 1 ,
Raymond Spinney, again wins honors
for the largest number of givers in any
class. The Alumni Fund Committee
which was responsible for the conduc
of this year's campaign, was headed by
Frederick E. Baker, '27.

�

•

ever.
This Club is different.
Members
become such automatically, willy nilly.
There are no dues. I t grows as the
graduating cla ses get larger. I t will
l ive forever, or somewhere near it.

We owe a great debt to Frank John
son for t hinking up and putting i nto
effect such a happy idea, and to Mrs.
Johnson for her gracious hospitality.
Dr. Johnson was chosen permanent
President. Robie G. Frye was chosen
Sec reta ry. There were no other officer
and no formal orga niza tion .
- Roarn G. FRYE, '82, Secretary.

Alumni Association gathered at Kug
ler's Chestnut
t. restaurant Tues da y
.
evening, J une , to welcome President
Bixler on the occasion of his first visit
to the Philadelphia group.
E. S. Kelson, presiding, dispensed
.
with the business meeting and intro
duced Dr. A. ] .
ppvall, '05, who had
recently returned from
olby's Com
mencement where he wa honored by
being awarded a Doctor of Letters de
gree. Dr. Uppvall responded by tell
ing of his impres ions of the 1943
commencement and then i ntroduced
President Bixler who told of war-time
condition at the college and of the
� hange . taki ?g place. Following Pres
ident Bixler s talk, pictures of May
flowe � Hill were shown by Dr. Shan
.
non, 99 w i th explanations by Frances
hannon '44.
Those attending were President Bix
ler of the College, Everett S. Kelson
·� 4'. president of the Philadelphia ass
ciat1on, and Mrs. Kelson, Arthur L.
Berry, 2 3 Ruby Shuman Berry, 2 6
Dr. Jo eph Chandler, '09, anJ Mrs.
Chandler, Re\'. D. \V. Clark,
11,
arah Fussell Cobb, '42 , \\ m. R. Con
ley, '42 , Alice Bishop Drew, '20 Ralph
H. Drew, ' 1 9, Catharine P. Fussell, '4 1 ,
Dr. Raymond Haskell, ' 1 4 George A.
Parker '42 , Dr. C. E. G. hannon, '99,
Frances Shannon, 'H, Dr. I . J. c h oe n 
berg ( former Profe sor of math at
Colby, now at the Univer ity of Pennylvani a ) , Robert E. Sulli,·an, ' 1 9, Dr.
and Mrs.
. J. Uppvall. 05. Others
who had made reservations but were
prevented from attending be au e of
illness or busine s reason were Dr.
and Mrs. W. W. Haviland, Mr. and
Ir . George E. Ingersoll and Mrs. I .
J. Schoenberg.

;
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WASHINGTON MEETING
TTY-FOUR Colby men a nd
T WE
women with a few friends had a

? inner

Wednesday evening, June 9th,
in honor of Pre ident Bixler. The
weather happened to be very comfort
able and the occasion proYed entirely
enjoyable. President Bixler came with
his niece, Mrs. Seelye. Another guest
of honor was
frs. Margaret Chase
Smith, Congre swoman from the Sec
ond Maine District.
With her was
Mrs. Elizabeth M. Craig, a prominent
newspaper woman in Washington.
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Present also was Lieut. D. Pratt Man
nix, 3rd, U.S.N.R., who operated the
projector to show photographs of the
Women's Building on Mayflower Hill.
Three of the dinner company were
from Baltimore.
Ernest G. Walker,
'90 presided. Other members of the
<linner committee being Mrs. S. E. An
drews, '23, and Everett G. Holt, ' 1 5 .
M r . Walker presented Mrs. Smith a s
a tried a n d true friend of Colby and
asked her to introduce Dr. Bixler, one
of her newest and most distinguished
constituents.
The new president of
Colby made a most favorable impres
sion with his informal address.
He
gave a vivid story of Colby as it is now
with several anecdotes sand�iched
into his remarks. He said one oi the
objects of his corning to Washington
was to get one or two more good
stories. He told of the expansion of
Colby into new educational efforts such
as the Art Department and of the cor
dial support members of the faculty
and others were giving him. All those
present were greatly interested in Dr.
Bixler's comments about conditions at
the college and many v ere interested
that he should come to visit them
again in Washington.
Mrs. Craig's reaction to the Colby
meeting appeared in her syndicated col
umn in several Maine papers, as fol
lows :
" President Julius Bixler of Colby
College was here recent! y to speak at a
dinner of the Colbv Alumni. Pictures
·
of the college, in color were shown
and drew exclamations of admiration
from the audience. I was interested in
the furnishings of the rooms for
women, the living and bed rooms and
' date rooms.' When I was in Maine
last fall, Representative Margaret Smith
, ent over the college with Presi
and I v
dent Bixler and Dean Runnals and we
had to see it through the eager eyes of
Dean Runnals to imagine how it
would look when furnished. There in
the pictures were the things she had
told us about, and there was a picture
of Dean Runnals, looking like a per
son whose dream has come true.
" Of course, the war has upset plans
of the college, as it has at most colleges
and President Bixler told us about the
hundreds of air cadets they are training
there for the duration. But he looked
into the furure, and told of his plans
for art and music and then of tying
liberal arts college to real life with a
school ?,f nursing that will give a B. A.
degree.

WARNING 
IMPOSTER AT WORK

S EVERAL people in Providence and

elsewhere have been defrauded of
amounts ranging from ten to twenty
dollars by a young man of various
aliases who purports to be a Colby man
stranded there and needing the fare
home. The way is paved by a woman
accomplice who impersonates a tele
phone operator in making a long dis
tance connection with " Jim Peabody "
in Houlton or " Ted Curtis," athletic
director at University of Maine. The
man's voice then asks if the recipient of
the call would be willing to make a

A VID

readers of " whodunit " fiction will applaud the action of
the Colby Library in celebrating the
centenary of Poe's " Gold Bug," from
which stems much of the tradition of
detective fiction.
The exhibit commemorates the first
appearance, on June 2 1 , 1 843, of this
tale in The Dollar Newspaper pub
lished in Philadelphia. Prof. Carl J .
Weber, Colby's literary sleuth, ascer
tained that the only known copy of
this paper is in the Maryland Historical
Society in Baltimore. He obtained a
full-sized photostatic copy of this
( possibly the only one extant) and
this formed the key point of interest
in the Library's display of " A Century
of Detective Fiction. ' Supplementing
this were repre entative examples of
the world's most famous detective
stories.
At a meeting of the Colby Library
Associates, Dean Ernest C. Marriner
spoke on the topic, " Edgar Started
Something." Himself a connoisseur of
detective literature, the Dean declared
that most of the fundamental devices
of mystery fiction originated in one of
Poe's four " tales of ratiocination " :
The Murders o f the Rue Morgue, The
Gold Bug, The Purloined Letter, and
The Mystery of Marie Roget.
Dean Marriner pointed out interest
ing parallels between Poe's detective,
Dupin, and Conan Doyle's Sherlock
Holmes. Each had a confidante, the
narrator of the stories. Each was ec
centric, a night-lover, each enjoyed
dumbfounding his acquaintances with
his uncanny powers of analysis and
perception.
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small loan t o h e l p o u t his friend o r
nephew o r whatever t h e details a r e in
each particular case.
If the answer is
affirmative, a young man calls around
shortly afterwards and explains that he
is the fellow that Jim or Uncle Ted
j ust called up about. He scrupulously
makes out a receipt for the cash, thanks
you profusely and walks out.
Needless to say, the name given by
the young man is never that of an ac
tual Colby alumnus or student. Nor
is he known to Peabody. Well-mean
ing Colby alumni are hereby warned
to check up carefully if they are ap
proached for loans under similar cir
cumstances.

He devoted some time to Sherlock
Holmes, whose name has become a by
word for astute sleuthing.
" In one
respect, however, Poe and Conan Doyle
differ," he concluded. " People every
where remember the name of Poe, but
have forgotten that his detective's name
was Dupin. On the other hand, thou
sands of people know who Sherlock
Holmes was, but cannot identify his
creator. I n other words, the invention
of the detective story was only one of
Poe's many literary accomplishments.
H e was a great and versatile writer,
and i t is appropriate that he, rather
than his character, is known to fame
and commemorated a hundred years
afterwards by the Colby Library."

T HE Sunday book review section of

the New York Herald Tribune
for June 27 devoted its " Notes for
Bibliophiles " department to Colby's
rare book collections and library activi
ties.
Most of the three columns are de
voted to interesting facts which have
already been recorded in the Alumnus
month by month, but it is gratifying to
see the opinion publicly expressed in
such quarters tha t : " The activities of
the Colby College Library and of Mr.
N. Orwin Rush, its librarian, i n pub
lishing its Hardy material demonstrate
strikingly what a library can do in
making known the wealth of a special
collection it has formed. Too often
such collections are formed with great
devotion, enshrined behind glass doors,
and thereafter regarded as something
merely to be pointed out."
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SIGHTED SUB SANK SAME

T H E name of Lt. ( j . g.)

tetson C.
Beal, '4 1 , appeared in the dis
patches of the news ervices from
Wash ington on May 1 0 as the man
who cracked a German U-boat in two.
A aYy Catalina flying boat in West
I ndian waters last March sighted a
German submarine about eight miles
away. " So completely was the enemy
surprised," the
avy reported, " that
two crew members were caught bask
i ng on the deck." The plane strafed
the submarine, killing the Germans on
deck, and then " four depth charges
dropped from an altitude of less than
1 00 feet by Lieutenant ( j . g.) Stetson
C. Beal of Lisbon Falls Me., the co
pilot cracked the U-boat into sections."
Simultaneously, the
avy
said,
there was a heavy explosion that cas
caded debris smoke and water forty
feet into the air. The center section
went under first, then the bow and
stern rose into the air and sank.

JIM DAVIDSON, '30, RECEIVES
MEDAL FOR HEROISM

T HE

Soldier's Medal for heroism
was awarded to Lt. Col. James E.
Davidson, J r., '30, for saving the life
of one of his men on
ovember 9.
The information came in a roundabout
way from a business associate of his
father J i m having " forgotten " to
mention it.
A clipping from a Panama paper re
lated that Col. Davidson was leading
his men on a 1 4-mile march in Panama
when it became necessary to ford a
river where it emptied into the Atlan
tic. The fi rst man out into the river
went into the water and out of sight.
Col. Davidson promptly ordered h i s
m e n t o form a h u m a n chain. Despite
the fact that he was under full equip
ment, he dove under the water, located
the man, and pushed him into the arms
of the nearest members of the chain.
The medal was presented, as shown
i n picture on next page, by Maj . Gen.
George P. Meye, head of the Coast
Artillery Command at Fort Randolph,
Canal Zone.

* * * **
*
*
*
*
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*
*
*
*
*
*
* * * **

Col. Davidson has recently taken an
,
excursion to Peru, " hitching . rides on
Army bombers and cargo plane . At
Lima he visited the Peruvian A rmy
Veterinary cation and Remount De
pot. Other high pots of his trip in
cluded the bull fights on
unday
( " dull " ) , the races at the Jockey Club
Track from the members' glas ed-in
pavilion winn ings : $5.00 ) , a Yisit to
Arequipa ( slept under three blankets
and a fur rug ) , and some of the most
gorgeous scenery known to man.

NICKERSON, '42 PRAISED
FOR WORK IN SOLOMONS

A

DISPATCH from the
outh
Pacific written by one of the
Marine Combat Correspondents ingles
out Lieutenant ( now Captain) Richard
L.
ickerson, '42, Marine flyer, as
meriting commendation for his hazard
ous part in the succe fol occupation of
Guadalcanal.
The communication,
dated June 1 , follows:
" Fi rst Lieutenant Richard L . _lick
erson of Farmi ngton, Maine, has been
praised by his commanding officer for
his part i n keeping open an aerial sup
ply route to Henderson Field during
the battle for the Solomon I slands.
ickerson, then a second lieuten
ant repeatedly risked his l i fe to pilot
Navy cargo transport planes loaded

with ga oline, high explosive and
bomb , to Guadalcanal. He helped un
loaJ the cargoes under fire on Hender
son Field' bomb-shattered runways,
then took off with wounded Marine .
.. The saga written by his quadron
has been officially de cribed by Ad
m i ral William F. Halsey Jr. US
Commander outh Pacific area and
outh Pacific forces, as • an example of
courage and skill.' "
Dick is now at home on furlough
ancl although reticent about his experi
ence , a few more details were pried
out of him. He fle an unarmed two
motor Douglas transport with a crew
of ix and entered the Guadalcanal
area la t eptember before it was possi
ble to bring in supplies by ship. The
ame was to mix up their time tables
and routes, eek cloud cover whenever
possible - an overcast day was a l ife
sa\'er at the start - and otherwise skim
the water with j ust enough altitude so
that no wake was left. The planes
were camouflaged a brilliant blue and
a story on the " blue gooses ' may ap
pear in Collier's.
The going was " pretty rugged "
especially at the fi rst, when the Japs
had been pushed back scarcely half a
mile from Henderson Field and liked
to take pot shots at the runway with
artillery \vhenever they heard a plane
landing or taking off.
That was
the time, too, when Jap naval craft vis
ited Guadalcanal nightl to land troops
and then shell the Marines.
When Dick's plane had unloaded it
supplies, a dozen stretchers were pulled
out from under the floor and fitted into
the stanchions as bunks for the
wounded. Often a few extra " sitters "
also went along. U ually a Corp man
took care of these casualtie with a
Doctor coming along for severe cases.
This marked the fir t regular air evac
uation of wounded by U. S. ser\'ices
and undou�tedly sa\'ed many l ives.
After ten months' oversea
er\'ice,
Dick flew the Pacific i n about a week,
includ ing a Hawaii stopover, and has
been having a 30 day furlough after
which he reports to an officers' pool in
San Diego and expects that he may
remain over here for ix months or so
as an instructor.
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S O PROUDLY WE HAIL
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'30

. . . a brilliant professional job . . .

HE PLOTS TROUBLE FOR JAPS

A

DISPATCH from the Headquarters South Pacific Command U.
S. Tavy commends Lt. Comdr. Charles
W. Weaver 30, Chief Plotting Officer
with the fleet in the Far East, as hav
ing done " one of the finest plotting
jobs ever done," to use the words of
Capt. Milse Browning, Chief-of-Staff to
Adm. William F. Halsey, J r., during
the thick oE the engagements with tqe
Japanese Tavy in recent months. Ex
cerpts from this dispatch follow:
Having served as flag-plotting officer
under Admiral Ghormley in the early
days of the Solomons campaign, this
Maine man was retained in the same
post by Admiral Halsey when he took
over the command. Weaver s j ob in
volves the plotting of all positions and
movements of our forces and those of
our enemies. The plotting is done on
the basis of messages and intelligence
coming into headquarters.
One of Weaver's associates recited an
instance which he said showed Brown
ing's " fairness " and w hich recalled
many statements I have heard to the
effect that on the rare occasions when
Browning shows impulsive admiration

Lt. Col. J a mes

E. Davidson, J r., '30

without regard for personal
safety . . .

and even affection for a fdlow officer
it is ahrnvs ;vhen the associate or subor
dinate h;s turned in a j ob of work
which the chief of staff considers pro
fessionall y brilliant.

Ca pt. R i c h a rd L. Nickerson ,

.

.

'42

. repeatedly risked his life . . .

cause the captain didn't acknowledge
Buck had been right. Anyway, the
ships went in the following night.
The Japs came down again.
\Ve
mauled hell out of them, and with that
the show was over. vVe had Guadal
canal for keeps, as it turned out.

It was after the big night battle of
ov. 12-13. The Japs were coming
down again, in force, and Browning
wanted to send certain heavy units of
the Beet, including battleships, in to
stop 'em. He asked Weaver where the
units were and Buck showed him, on
the chart. The information seemed to
infuriate him.
He j ust knew it
couldn't be right. They must be closer
than that. Weaver assured him that
they were correctly plotted, on the basis
of every shred of information we pos
sessed. But the captain said no, no, no
it j ust couldn't be. So he transmitted
the admiral's order to the commander
of the heavv units to go on into Guad
alcanal and meet the Japs coming
down that night. The answer came
right back. I t gave t eir positio� .
The ships couldn't possibly make it
that night. The position was as plot
ted.

CHEERY note from Australia or
somewhere comes from 2nd Lt.
Alma Moses, '39 who is a nurse with
the 1 05th General Hospital and longs
to see someone from her college. She
also has a suggestion for the Maine
Central Railroad.

Browning fumed and cussed, and
Weaver was somewhat concerned be-

" It seems that I must be one of the
few Colby persons in the Army who

�

Browning was tired to the point of
physical sickness, but before he left flag
plot he went over to Weaver and he
said : " Weaver, I j ust want to say that
during this entire deal you have turned
in one of the finest plotting jobs I
have ever seen done. You were right
every time. Yes indeed, a fine job of
plotting," and he said it loudly.

FROM A NURSE DOWN UNDER

A
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By Sgt. Roland Irvine Gammon, '37
Dear God, I know I shall not die
Unwept upon a bomb-scarred sh ore;
Nor sail 10,000 miles to lie
Unsung beneath a crimson moor.
Not mine, the sudden sapper's death,
Nor phosgene's puking exit slow;
Nor yet the fiyer's fiame-filled breath,
Nor easeful end where star shells glow.
From fire-winged fiights I shall return A nd thrusts that pierced the Monster's heart 
To 111in the victories waniors spurn
A nd choose again the higher part.
From battle's bliss and darkling doom

I shall return with steadfast men -

To look again on Beauty's bloom,
A nd, God-led, build the world again.
For this - and these - I shall return:
To love the land's star-silvered light,
A nd watch the hearthfire 1·edder burn
As words and wine improve the night;
For life has loveliness to spawn,
A nd after war all joy is dear To read proud poets on the lawn
And turn to find a Goddess near;
To scan the R<;>ckies' rim divine
A nd, then, the face of heaven fair;
To make one rouge-red city mine,
A nd see her brightness fill the air;
To sight the singing sea at dawn
.
When waves in sun-showers break and fall;
To mark the moonlight . . . glim mering . . . gone And love one girl in loving All;
To hear Thy music through the roar
Of men, and weep enchanted tears;
To seek with seers Thy timeless lore,
And guard the gleam of yesteryears;
But most . . . to clasp a rose-lipped lass,
W horn all in beauty brightly led;
Caress and charm till life should pass
And heaven and earth, as we, are wed;
Sigh when she turns her peerless face,
And kiss till silvery laughter die;
Rejoice to know her figure's grace
A nd star-souled m oods that deeper lie.
And so, Dear God, I cannot die
Till brave new worlds come into view,
And men Thy upward peaceway try
A n d golden days begin anew.

hasn ·t run into another one," she
writes. .. Try as I may, I can't find
any in this area. I 've met Maine, Bates
and Bowdoin - isn't there some Col
byite in this land down under ?
" Perhaps next time I hit one of the
cities I hall take the Alumnus with
me and carry it very conspicuously and
see whether that works.
" I enjoyed John Pullen's article on
Dr. Libby very much - as I imagine
everyone did who has ever taken that
course. The discussion of the trains
brings to m ind a custom in parts of
ustralia that we of the old campus
would enjo - at least, we who were
always tardy and had to run to beat
that train which came along about
7 : 5 A.M.
" Here the gates are across the
tracks, in tead of the road, and a poor
old engine - ,·image 1 52 ( ? )
puffs
up and stops. Someone gets out and
swings it across the road, the train
passes through, stops again, and the
gate is replaced. Can't you picture
that on College ..-henue ?
'' While you were all suffering from
the cold this winter, we were swelter
mg. Imagine singing Silent Night
with the perspiration dripping from
the end of vour nose! But now winter
is arri ving : beautiful warm days, but
bitterly cold nights- and it is Spring
at home ! "
-

THE IT'S-A-SMALL-WORLD
DEPARTMENT

A

V-MAIL letter, dated April 1 8 :
" Well, here I sit, somewhere i n
North Africa. I haven't met any ex
Colbyites here yet, but expect to bump
into one any day now . . ." - Lt.
Andrew Bedo, 43 .
A V-Mail letter, dated April 2 5 :
Dear Friend : I have t o retract that
statement I made in my last letter.
o
sooner had I finished my letter to you
than I bumped into Howie Milter of
ATO fame (Howard A. Miller, '41 ) .
He's a corporal now a n d looks l i k e a
million dollars. We had quite a chat
about school and the fellows that are
·
in the Army and the possibility of a
reunion after victory. Of course be
fore we can think of a reunion at
home, we must get to that rendezvous
in Berlin.
Best regards. - Andy
Bedo."
Coming out of mess hall somewhere
in the New Hebrides, Capt. Richard
L Nickerson, '42, came across his class"
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mate, Lt. Saul Millstein, '42, scarcely
recognizing him in chin whiskers
which had turned out to be rather red
dish in color and soon afterwards aban
doned.
ickerson j ust missed Lt.
Hawley G. Russell, '35, ( now Lieuten
ant Commander) when he was flying
the survivors of the Hornet out from
Guadalcanal
and
again
missed
" 1onk " by a day at a Naval base.
Klaus Dryer, '40, at Fort Collins,
Colo. writes : " \Vhat do you think
was my surprise when I walked down
the stairs about a week ago here at the
Colorado State A & M where the AAF
clerical cour e is being given, and ran
into Adrienne Rodgers who graduated
with me in 1 940. It was quite a re
union. If she hadn't been walking
along that particular corridor at that
precise moment, neither of us would
have ki;,own the other was anywhere
around.
Edwin W. Alexander, '43, walked
out of church i n Washington, D. C.,
one Sunday morning and bumped into
Stanley H. Short, '44, on Sixteenth St.
Ed is taking the Adjutant General's
Department course leading towards a
position as assistant personnel consult
ant at Fort Washington, Md. Stan is
at Georgetown University awaiting
assignment to an ASTP college unit.
Roger M. Stebbins '40, attending
Quartermaster OCS at Camp Lee dis
covered that in his same class is Louis
Sacks, '39.
Aviation Cadet J. Davis Marshall,
'42, was standing for room inspection
at Pensacola when the Lieutenant
( s.g. ) came over and started giving
him a bit of fatherly advice. Spotting
a Maine accent in Dave's answers, he
asked where he came from and what
college. Lo and behold, the officer
was Clark Drummond, '2 1 .
" He
really is a swell egg," writes Dave.
" We had some swell talks together practically blood brothers now. When
a couple of Colby boys start talking
Colby, it takes a major catastrophe to
shut them up." Then, when Dave
was assigned to instrument squadron,
he was dumbfounded to find that Lop
Hersey (Lt. Laurel W. Hersey, '39)
was the Assistant Officer in Charge.
" Had a fine long talk with him and
he took me up for an instruction
period. He's tops. He can really fly,
and I mean i t ! "
Thomas M. Farnsworth, Jr., '43,
was four days in Salt Lake City. On
the second, " what should I look u p

into but the smiling tanned face of
Harry L. Hicks, '42. During his year
in uniform he has seen M. Colby Tib
betts, '45, George H. Lewald, '45, and
Henry Rokicki, ' 44
They were all
taking an air cadet course at Keesler
Field, Miss. I am in the 3 1 0th Air
drome Squadron at Gulfport Field,
Miss., but may not stay here long."
A fellow officer was showing Lt.
(s.g.) S. Peter Mills, '34, a watch that
his firm had given him upon entering
the service. The name " Mittelsdorf "
engraved on the back clicked in Pete·s
mind with memories of track records
in the previous decade. Sure enough,
it was Lt. (j.g.) George L. Mittelsdorf,
'27, and they had a good talk about
Colby affairs. Mir now is with an
armed guard crew somewhere on the
h igh seas.
.

MASS INDUCTION
may have been j ust another day
J T for
the Army but June 8th saw

43 new stars go onto Colby's service
flag in one cluster as the students who
had been i n the Army Enlisted .Re
serve were called to active duty simul
taneously. ·with the exception of five
whose homes are outside of New Eng
land, all the group reported at Fort
De\'ens. Since this is merely a recep
tion center and most of the group are
there only for a short time, they will
not appear o n the official Colby
Alumni Service Li t until a more per
manent address has been received.
The ind�ctees, by classes, are as fol
lows:
1943
Philip T. Casey, Harold A. Costley,
William Finkeldey, Alton L. Stevens.
1944
James C. Atwater, John C. Calahan
Joseph F. Crozier, Robert R. Curtis,
Richard D. Goodridge, Laughlin B .
Jenning , Harold Joseph, Harry L .
Levin, John W. McCallum, Phillips B.
Pierce, Paul N. Prince, Richard S.
Reid, Edward H . Saltzberg, Richard
D. Samp on, Gerald L. Sheriff, Burton
G. Shiro, Patterson M. Small, Remo
Verrengia, John M. Wood.
1 945
Christie C. Adams, Ronald V. Amo
brosia, Samuel S. Atwater, Edward G.
Birdsey, Albert L Ellis, Harold Fried
man, Edwin S. Gibson William F.

19
Graham Jr., Frank E. Hancock, Floyd
L. Harding, George E. Heppner, Claus
F. H inck, Eugene A. Hunter, Thomas
Koines, Stanley H. Levine, Robert
Lucy Jr. Richard J. Marcyes, Sidney
Paris, Robert Singer, Seabury T. Steb
bins, Robert H. \Vescott.
19-16
Sumner Abramson, Robert H. Da
,·idson, Joseph B. R. Dutille, James A.
Lundin, David Lynch, Maynard Rab
inovich, Eldon F. Risser, Lyman I.
Thayer Jr., Raymond Zavaglia.
A press-time flash from Richard
Reid, '44, indicates that more than half
of this group have been assigned to the
Infantry Replacement Training Cen
ter at Fort McClellan, Alabama and 2 5
are in the 9 t h Battalion, 3rd Regiment.
Goodrich and Gibson have been as
signed to medical training, while Ver
rengia, Curtis, Shiro, Sampson and
some others left for Camp Wheeler,
Ga.

SERVICE PERSONALS
Alta Gray, '41, who has been hold
ing a secretarial job with the Civil
War
Administration
Aeronautics
Training Service i n Allentown, Pa.,
was sworn into the WAVES on May
1 4th, and reported at Hunter College
on June 1 st.
Perley Leighton, '43, is in the para
chute section at the Yuma Army Air
Field, Ariz., .and says that he can per
sonally guarantee any parachute, after
seeing how they are packed and cared
for. He wangled a ride in a training
plane and the pilot let him " drive "
for ten minutes. Quite a thrill, he said.
Clarence E. Hale, '26, is in a signal
company now in the Middle East, ac
cording to a note from an acquaintance
returning mail addressed to him at
Pasadena, Calif.
Harold S. Roberts, '45, has been as
signed to South Dakota State College
for a basic engineering course and says
that the load of 36 hours of classes a
week is no joke.
Frank H. Baker, '38, just received
the January, February and March
issues of the Alumnus which had
chased h i m out to Hawaii and back.
He has traveled some 25,000 miles
without meeting a Colby man, he says,
and is now in OCS, Chemical Warfare
Ser.·ice, E-clgewood Arsenal, Md.
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Elmer H. J ace k '46, finds the rmy
a dream existence. From Kearns, Utah,
he tra,·eleJ to Cali fornia by Pullman
roomette with pri Yate bath and is now
located in Santa � [on ica at a snazzy
board\\'alk hotel w i th a strip of beach
reser\'ed especially for the boys. Holly
wood is 15 m i le aw:iy. I n between
pleasure hours, he attends
aliforn ia
Flyers, one of the nation's top-Right
civilian air mechanics schools.
He
looks for\\'ard to a four and a half
month course here.
,

Lt. Saul M i l lstein '42, the flying t-.. I a
rine. at last brings us up to date on his
story. I t seems that he left the U .
in January a s officer i n charge of " the
ad\'anced echelon," with about forty
enlisted men . This proved to be a
fancy name for a lot of sweat as when
the echelon arri\'ed at one of the New
Hebrides he took off his uniform and
became the pilot of a bulldozer build
ing roads through the j ungle. " Im
penetrable " i s a n understatement he
says. Then came the building of the
site for Dallas Huts and there finally
evolved a livable place. Then the rest
of the outfit arrived and the pilots took
off for Guadalcanal. The following
weeks were hectic with the incessant
bombing of Munda and Villa Harbor
" until I couldn't see how any more
Japs could possibly be alive." As al
ready recorded, Saul has a partial share
in the sinking of a 1 0,000 Jap troop
ship.
Cpl. Sidney J. Rauch, '43, is a Cor
poral Technician in the Blue Ridge
Mountains of Virginia whose beauty is
justly famed, he says. He is in the Sig
nal Corps school at Vint H i lls Farms
Station. Warrenton, Va. He spends
his leaves i n Washington, 46 m iles
away.
Allan Knight, '4 1 , has q ualified as
an Aviation Cadet and at last reports
was being " processed " at Atlantic
City.
Lt. Stanley A. Paine, '37, is i n the
Medical Corps attached to an Engineer
Amphibious Brigade now at Fort Ord,
Cal i f.
Ens. Lloyd V. Gooch, 4 1 , is sta
tioned at San Pedro, Calif., and is
Assistant Group Commander of M ine
sweeps. He says, however, that his job
is less i mpressive than the title and
that he gets along fine as Ensigns
aren't supposed to know much any
way. He helps organize and maintain
the sweeping of that harbor area and
frequently goes out on the ships to i n'

spect the gear and obsene operations.
Glamour gi rls from near-by Hollywood
ha,·e not yet di sco,·ered h i m , he admits
sadly.
�apt. Elmer C. Warren ( faculty ) ,
.
\"1S1ted the college o n h i s furlough. He
is Registrar of AAF .\ T at Orlando,
Fla., and has much of in terest to tel l .
Blanketing central Florida, A A F S T
is a gigantic laboratory !or :\ ir Force
experimentation and tactics under field
conditions as near!) identical with
combat zones in the tropics as can be
obtained.
He raves about the new
''·eapons and tech ni que being per
.
iecteJ wh ich bode no good for the
Axis.
Cpl. Raymond N. Tuller, Jr. '45,
graduated from Radio
chool at
ioux Falls on
pril - . and from T
at Tomah Wisc., on J u ne 1 1 . He is
now at AA FSA T, Orlando, Fla.
Lt. Duncan L. Cushi ng '43, is at
Freeman Field
eymour, Tnd. i n
structing flying cadets in piloting ad
vanced twin engine bombers.
Lt. (j.g.) Halsey A. Frederick, Jr.,
'40, is at the 1aval Ai rcraft Factory
Philadelphia, as Assistant Process Su
perintendent. He gets i n some Hying,
however, and has his name in for sea
duty.

Stewart Thurston, '45, is a Signal

Man third class and i
raval Armed Guard
Brooklyn, N. Y.

rationed at the
tation, South

Vol. Stephen Tilton, 43, of the
American Field Service, writes of hav
azareth on the
ing lunch one day at
Sea of Galilee. While ambulance driv
i ng on an inactive front is largely rou
ti ne, he finds much of interest in the
experience and appreciates the oppor
tunity to get to know the British.
'

George Ober, '44, S-2c, has been
spending four ( count 'em - four)
months on mess duty while wait i ng to
get i nto the Aviation Metal Smith
School at Jacksonville. He says that
he and his mates can show any woman
how to run a home !
Cpl. Harry Hildebrandt, '43, has
been selected to attend the Weather
Forecasting School at Grand Rapids,
Mich., and is living i n the Pantlind
Exhibition Buildi ng.
Frank L. Jewell, '40, says that he has
j ust the spot he likes i n the Army,
namely :
Classification Specialist at
Post Headquarters George Field, Ill.
He hopes to continue this work as an
i ndustrial personnel manager after the
war.

Lt. Maurice Searle '40, is reported
to be in I ndia fl ying " Dumbo " planes
( two-engine transports) with the A.
T. c.
Cpl. Richard Rancourt, '42, is com
pleung his work at � faster Gunner
chool at
amp Da' is, �. C., and
hopes to get up to Camp Edwards and
away from the " Sunny South " this
ummer. Hi studie ha\'e had little
to do with gunnery, howe\'er, stressing
sun eying. engineering drawing and
so on which will qualify him as a Re
con nai ance Specialist. On the side, he
is head organist for the Catholic chapel,
an<l has lately been playing for the
Protestant sen ices as well .
gt. John R. Turbyne, 35, h a s just
come off Louisi:ina maneuvers and is
training in Florida in landing opera
tions.
Arthur Mosher, '44 is a ski-trooper
at Camp Hale Colo., and finds it very
enjoyable, once one gets used to the
high al titude. The training is strin
gent and includes walking and climb
ing 20 to 30 miles daily w i th 0-pound
packs.
Maj. Libby Pulsifer, '2 1 , is in charge
of the General Medical Section of a
Hospital Unit which is now in readi
ness to he sent to any front and will
handle from 1 000 to 2 500 patients.
Assigned to active duty at the Camp
Livingston Station Hospital, he is
euro-psy
medical consultant for the
chiatric ser\'ice wh ich is concerned
with boys who ha\'e cracked under the
training load.
Capt. Ray C. Young, ' 1 5, is attend
ing Coast Artillery School at Fort
a.
Monroe
Chap. Charles Russ, '38, wrote a
hymn which was first sung at the avy
Chaplain's School at Iorfolk
a.
Francis R. Alt"eri, '33, says : " If you
want to travel join the Air Corps."
He has been i n se\'en camps already
and is now stationed at Glascow, Mont.
He has passed all his tests for Officer's
Candidate School and hopes that will
be his next move.
Philip McLeary '3 1 , is a Chief
Officer i n the Merchant Marine and
bas been on convoy duty i n the arctic
orth Atlantic for the past six
and
months.
Lt. Robert D. Conary, '2 1 has been
i n the Army Air Forces for a year and
is now instructor i n the aviation cadet
ground school at the Bainbridge Army
Air Field, Ga.
John Morrison, '40 has entered the
Chaplain s Corps. Upon his lea ing
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the Congregation al Church of Pena done a good job on the weather this
cook, . H. he was gi\'en a testimonial spring.
party and presented with a wrist
Hartley A. Either, '41 , is with a
watch.
bomber squadron at March Field, Riv
Robert T. Beals, '32, has been pro erside, California.
moted from second-class to first-class
Thomas G. Vose, '39, is a Candidate
storekeeper at the Naval Reserve Mid at Camp Davis, N. C. He says that
shipmen's School at
orthampton, whereas he was formerly concerned
Mass.
with keeping 'em flying, he is now
Timothy C. Osborne, '45, has re learning how to shoot 'em down.
ported to the
avy Pre-Flight School
Ens. Robert S. Rice, '42, is at the
at � thens, Ga.
His CAA primary Naval Air Station at Daytona Beach,
.
trammg was completed at Texarkana, which, he says, is a pleasantly cool spot
Tex . and his secondary at Denton, of Florida, though totally surrounded
Tex.
by 7,500 WAACS. He suffers chronic
Harold Huntoon, '42, writes most arm fatigue from all the saluting.
Ray Kozen, '42, is at Presque Isle,
interestingly from West Africa, where
he is comfortably located near the Maine, assigned to the Air Transport
ocean.
They live in prefabricated Command, his own job being i n
five-man huts with an African " house Operations.
Edward S. Cobb, '3 1, is a chief spe
boy " to tend to their housekeeping.
They have a nice beach, softball teams, cialist in photography, US R. After
outdoor movies. Africa is m uch as the periods at Farragut, Idaho, and Roches
movies and stories had led him to ex ter, N. Y., he is now at the Naval Air
pect, he says. There is a native village Station at Anacostia, D. C., doing re
search and development work in Naval
nearby, but it holds little attraction
after the first curiosity has been satis photography.
George C. Brown, '45, S-2c, USNR,
fied.
He passed through aviation
mechanics school and took special is taking training in ground aviation
work on the Allison engine at Indian at Jacksonville and hopes that a slight
apolis, although he is now working on vision defect will clear up and allow
him to qualify for an air cadet.
other types in Africa.
S-Sgt. Raymond D. Stinchfield, '39,
Lt. Royal G. Luther, Jr., '38 is
Battalion Adj utan t in an Engineer spends four hours a day in the turret
Battalion at Can1p Adair, Oregon. He of a B-34 teaching shooting technique.
says that the Williamette River Valley He is an instructor at the aerial gun
reminds him of Maine but not the nery school at Halringen, Tex., and
winter climate which consists of gets a vicarious satisfaction out of the
thought that some of his pupils are
nothing but rain.
Ens. Alleen Thompson, '40, writes knocking down Messerschmits, Zeros
from Mian1i that she has enjoyed ev and Foch-Wulfs.
2nd Lt. Lawrence P. Fitton, '42, is
ery minute in the avy (except during
an exam or two) and doesn't under one of the lucky ones who has been
stand why more Colby girls aren't go transferred from Florida to Maine.
ing into the various services. She is i n They can give Florida back to the
the Communications Office a t the Seminole Indians, as far as Larry is
Concerned. He is Assistant Base Sta
Naval Air Station.
Ens. Virginia Gray, '40, is a Com tistical Officer at Dow Field, Bangor.
Paul Abramson, '43, is with a Coast
pany Commander at the Naval Train
ing School at Bronx, N. Y., where Artillery unit at Fort Dawes in the
Alta Gray, '4 1 , is attending as an Ap Boston Harbor area.
Lt. Francis C. Prescott, '38, ( and
prentice Seaman.
Nancy Libby, '36, A-S, is at former history instructor) is now i n a
Northampton, Mass., taking training. tropical isle- in the South West Pacific
Dorothy Weeks, '39. was also here at and says that ' it won't do you m1,1ch
last report, but is due to have been good to guess where." He speaks of
enjoying Dr. Bixler's articles in the
commissioned and transferred.
E ns. Virginian Negus, '39, is Dis Alumnus.
2 nd Lt. William T. Bryant, '34, has
bursing Officer at Notre Dame.
Carl E. Reed, '35, is Aviation Cadet been transferred to the Automatic
Davis,
at the Army A ir Forces Weather \¥eapons Department at Camp
School at Grand Rapids, Mich. He N. C.
2nd Lt. Leon J. Braudy, '39, com
says that it is a regular second West
Finance Officer
Point, but admits that they have not pleted his course at the
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School a t Duke University a n d is now
Assistant Finance Officer of the 57th
Air Service Group, Harding Field, La.
He has met many Colby men at one
time or another, the latest being Ed
Lemoine (2nd Lt. Edville G. Lemoine,
'38) who is also at Harding.
Sgt. Irvine Gammon, '37, has j ust
been upped to Staff Sergeant and is
now running the Off-Duty Educational
Program for Miami AAF, having
resigned his editorship of the service
papers there.
Harold E. Clark, '28, assistant libra
rian, is the latest member of the Colby
faculty to enter the armed ser ices.
After classification at Fort Devens, he
was sent to a medical training outfit at
Camp Pickett, Va., and would like to
get into X-ray work where his 'photo
graphic knowledge will be of some use.
Lt. Heber C. Brill, '41 , was gradu
ated from the United States Military
Academy, West Point, and commis
sioned into the ;$.ir Forces on June I .
Joseph R. Wallace, '43, is stationed
in Washington in the Signal Corps and
has an apartment with his wife ( Jac
quelyn
erney, '43 ) who has a War
Department job. Joe has been bump
ing into Colby people all winter, in
cluding his fellow hockey flash, Dick
Fields, '43.
Victor A. Lebednik, '42, has been
taking work at an instructor's school
and expects to be sent to Randolph
Field to teach dodos.
Ens. William D. Taylor, '40, has
been at the avy Supply Corps School
at Harvard and expects to graduate i n
August, after which his whereabouts
are anybody's guess.
2 nd Lt. John Lomac, '43, finds that
the life of a Marine officer is just as
rugged as that of a private. He writes
of j ust finishing 12 hours of leading
troops over hill, dale, woods, and mud,
with live machine gun bullets whizz
ing overhead. But he has added 24
pounds under his regime and " eats it
up." He recently ran across 2nd Lt.
William H. Hughes, '41, and they sat
in the officers' club talking over Colby
memories.
Cpl Hiram H. Crie, '25, is with a
Finance Detachment at Greenville,
s. c.
2 nd Lt. Richard S. Lovejoy, '39, is
i n Australia as an Assistant Photo
graphic Officer after flying the Pacific.
He writes that except for ;m accent,
left-hand driving and a few other cus
toms, the Aussies are as nearly like
Americans as two peoples on opposite
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sides of the globe coul d be. He has
seen soDie kangaroos and koala bears.
John C. Harvey, '42, has been attend
ing chemical warfare school at Ham
mes Field Fresno, Cali fornia, but ex
pected to be transferred elsewhere by
J uly 1 st or so.
Herbert D. Sterns '4 1 , dropped i n
the office t h e other d a y . He i s at a n
A r m y Air Force fi e l d at Atlanta, Ga.,
i n the Quartermaster's Corps. At pres
ent he reclassifies used army clothing
either for reissue or for war prisoners.
2nd Lt. Elmer L. Baxter, '4 1 , was
among the 1 1 honor stud en ts receiving
distinction diplomas upon completion
of an 8-month course i n meteorology
at New York University on May 1 0,
at which time the class of 99 men were
commissioned
into the Army A i r
Forces.
Lt. David Brodie, 42, has been tak
ing very hush-hush trai ning and i s now
out of the country on a hush-hush
assignment.
Those who knew his
mania for radio can draw their own
conclusions.
Lt. (j.g.) William C. Carter, '38,
has arrived safely a t some Southwest
Pacific destination where he is un
doubtedly the meteorologist a t some
Naval Aying field or on a carrier. H i s
wife ( Nannabelle Gray, ' 4 0 ) is n o w a
lab assistant in the Colby physics de
partment training soldiers.
Capt. Edward J. Gurney, '35, re
ceived his new rank in May, just one
year after graduation from OCS. He
commands a battalion of medium
tanks and after maneuvers recently re
ceived kind words from a Colonel who
is notorious as a tough man to please.

He is at Camp Polk, La.
Charles E . Thompson , '25, is a Chief
Petty Officer with a Naval constructi on
orth Africa.
battalion in
Capt. Edwin P. Craig, '06, " Colby's
oldest man i n service," is i n the I ntel li
gence Division of Heavy Bombard 
ment at the Pocatello , Idaho, Air Base.
There they train the crews of the Lib
erators and Fortresse s for combat serv
ice and he sees many youngster s who
come back from the fronts to give the
benefit of their experienc es. " I could
write pages of praise for these kids,"

he writes.
Lt. Murray A. Coker, '29, entered
the Army i n 1 94 1 , was released shortly
before Pearl Harbor and almost im
mediate ly recalled and sent to O S . at
After Camp Phillips
Fort Benning .
and Washin gton assignm ents, he was
sent to Columb us, Ohio, where he is

�

now on the road most of the time m
connection with war contracts.
Edward 0. Wood, '44, Marine pri
vate l st class, i s nov.· situated on Treas
ure Island, former World's Fair site,
in the middle of San Francisco Bay.
Charles W. Berry, Jr. '42, i s working
at the Base Identification Office at
Buckley Field, Denver, but expects to
go overseas before the end of the sum
mer.
Arthur T. Thompson, '40, says that
the Army is going to make an electrical
engineer out of him, so it's back to
school, this time a t State College, Pa.
Edward T. Kyle, '36, T-4, AAF is
in the Finance Detachment at Hunter
Field, Savannah Ga.
Lt. Richard N. Ball '35, writes :
" The value of the U. S. and its insti
tutions, especially Colby, grows to
reach shining heights of inspiration in
the mud and stink of the hot, steam
ing jungles of Guadalcanal.
And
again, it helps to dispel that emptiness
and loneliness of these other South
west Pacific Islands. The Alumnus is
gratefully received . "
Lt. (j.g.) Clarence Lewis, '33, is in
charge of a l l ordnance work on
merchant ships, foreign ships and small
craft in Boston.
Malcolm Wilson, '33, i s on duty at
the Naval Hospital at Corona, Calif.,
and finds his work w i th the wounded
very absorbing.
He is also studying
for a 1 st class Pharmacist Mate's rat
ing which he takes examinations for
shortly.
S-Sgt. Clyde W. Skillin '33, is in
I reland and already has seen something
of England and Scotland.
His over
seas experiences thus far, he says, have
been " pleasant and interesting.'
Robert M. Tonge, '46, has gone to
Scott Field, I l l ., for technical training
in the Air Forces.
Albion L. Farnham, '35, sends a
rave letter from Alaska. " You don't
have to lie about fishing up here, the
truth is unbelievable," he says, but then
goes on : " Two fellows were out fish
ing for rainbow trout the other day
and had to hide behind trees to bait
their hooks."
Lawrence S. Kaplan, '45, has been
sent to Fort Monmouth, N . J., for Sig
nal Corps training.
Cpl Stephen Greenwald, '39, is one
of the Colby group a t Syracuse Univer
sity.
Lt. Comdr. Louis Langman, '24,
left h is physician's practice last July
and is now i n the Naval Dispensary at

Miami Beach.
Sgt. Howard Williams, '39, was
erroneou l y reported i n the last Alum
nus to be i n Africa. Apparently he is
and has been i n I celand.
ame war·'
d i fferent climate.
John F. (" Snub " ) Pollard, '3 1 , is in
the anti-ai rcraft artillery, now located
at Cam p tewart, Ga.
Lt. (j.g. ) Abbot E. Smith, '26, is be
ginning an
months' course at Colum
bia, training for gO\ernmental adminis
tration of occupied territories.
Frederick A. Schreiber, '34, at Camp
Roberts, Calif. finds that infantry life
has redistributed his avoirdupois to
such an extent that he scarcely recog
nizes himse l f.
Lt. (j.g.) Carleton Dorman, '32, is at
the Commissary Store, Great Lakes
Naval Training Station, I l l .
Vinal G. Good, '29, is skiing a t
C a m p Hale, Colo., and s t i l l fi n d s good
snow nearby.
He expects little inter
ruption to winter training, since he
overheard one of the natives say : " We
played ball both days last summer."
Lt. (s.g) Robert E. Wilkins, '20, is
addressed in care of the Commander
Air Force, Pacific Fleet, which sounds
as though he would have plenty of
yarns, i f i t were not for censorship.
Cpl. Stanley F. Frolio '44, i s taking
a three months' course i n X-ray work
at O'Reilly General Hospital Spring
field, Missouri.
Lt. Paul Willey '42, is now flying
as a ci\'ilian pilot for Panagra, based in
Lima, Peru.
Lt. Ralph MacBurnie, '40, is with a
Signal Construction Battalion at Biggs
Field, El Paso, Tex.
Lt. (j.g.) Alfred E. Brown, '4 1 , has
been in Africa and is now in the South
west Pacific - more than that he can
not say. These boys certainly do get
around.
Lt. Norris E. Dibble, '41 , landed in
Hawaii and found that the scenery i s
all t h a t it is cracked up to b e . ' The
vegetation here is a deeper green than
any I 've ever seen before and there is
range upon range of h igh, sharp, green
mountains."
Robert E. Bessey, '46, has been grad
uated from the Armament School of
the AAFTTC at Lowrey Field, Colo.
Entering Colby last fall for one semes
ter, he took his basic train i ng at Miami
and attended Buckley Field, Colo.,
Armament School previously.
Lt. Arnold E. Small, '37, writes from
I ran on a pleasant evening in May
when the temperature has cooled down
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to 1 00 ° and the daily sand storm is
worse than usual. The odor of Iran
he says, is only faintly approximate
by the H & W just before a rain. He is
with an Engineer Depot Company
presumably on the supply route to
Russia that 'vve ha e read about in the
magazines. He was graduated from
Fort Belvoir OCS last July and pro
moted to 1st Lieutenant in September.
He says that the Alumnus has followed
him regularly from his old Colorado
address.
Lowell R. ( Doc " ) Cumming, '43,
is in a Medical Training Battalion at
Camp Grant, Ill.
John MacLeish, '4 1 , finds McClellan
Field, Calif., very hot, but practically
perfect in its appointments: swimming
pool shows, athletic field, golf co rse
and so on, al though his Sergeant some
what " mars the beauty of life." Hopes
to see Maurice Rimpo, '4 1 , who he un
derstands has come to McClellan.
2nd Lt. Robert V. Canders, '39,
writes brieBv from North Africa that
he has muc h to tell about, but it will
have to wait until after the war.
Lt. (j.g.) Joseph W. Bishop, '35, is a
" professor " at the Fleet Sound School
at Key West and keeps listening for
Down.East accents. He had a chat
with a couple of Waterville boys re
cently, but none :&om Colby.
Ens. Robert S. Winslow, '38, took
two months at Dartmouth and ex
pected to finish another two months'
course at Princeton on July 8 and then
go to Rhode Island for PT Boat
School. He is looking forward to be
i ng skipper of one of those plywood
hornets.
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OVERSEAS OR ON SEA DUTY
(Note: I n this group we list those whose
addresse• are given in care of postmasters at
New York, New Orleans, or San Francisco,
and so are presumed to have left this conti
nent for active service.)

Major R. N. Hatt, ' 1 5, USA, MC,
Africa.
Lt. Robert E. Wilkins, '20, USNR.
Clarence E. Hale, '26, USA, Sig C,
Middle East.
Lt. Joseph B. Campbell, '29,
USAAF.
C. 0. Philip H. McLeary, '3 1 , USN,
.
MM.
T-Sgt. Donald F. Kellogg, '32,
USAAF.
Lt. Leon A. Bradbury, '33, USNR.
S-Sgt. Clyde W. Skillin, '33, USA,
Northern Ireland. '
Pvt Albion L Farnham, '35, USA,
Alaska.

Lt. John R. Merrick, '35, USA, MC.
Lt. Arnold E. Small, '37, USA, CE,
Iran.
Sgt Alfred W. Berbaum, '38, USA.
PFC Lawrence W. Dwyer, '38, USA,
Ord., North Africa.
Cpl. James Fox, '38, USA, FD.
Lt. Paul S. Bubar, '39, USA, CA.
L t (j.g.) Horace F. Burr, '40,
USNR.
Lt. Charles H. Card, '40, USA.
Lt Maurice 0. Searle, '40, USAAF,
India.
Pvt, Francis Colton, '41 , USAAF.
Flight Officer William E. Pierce,
'44, USAAF.
Lt. (j.g.) Alfred E. Brown, '41,
USN, AC, Southwest Pacific.
Lt. Norris E. Dibble, '41, USA, MC,
Hawaii.
Lt David Brodie, '42, USA, Sig. C.
CpL Harold L. Huntoon, '42,
USAAF, West Africa.
Lt. Harold A. Johnson, '42, USAAF.
PFC George R. Kilbourne, '42,
USMC.
Ens. Charles A. Lord, '42, USNR.
Pvt Frederic 0. Sargent, '42,
USAAF, North Africa.
Lt. Richard A. Hall, '44, USAAF.
PFC Dominick M. Puiia, '44,
USMC, Iceland.
Lt. John A. Roukerna, '44, USA,
EC.
Midn. Gerson Weinstein, '45, US TR,
MM.

PROMOTIONS
To Commander, Charles R. Hersum,
'2 1, US R, American Embassy, Lon
don.
To Major, Samue l D. Ferster, '26,
USA, Ord., Los Angeles, Calif.
To Major, Thomas G. van Slyke,
'36, USA, CA, Vallejo, Calif.
To Captain, Allan J. Stinchfield, '29,
USA, MC, Camp Cumberland, Va.
To Captain, Edward J. Gurney, '35,
USA, AF, Camp Polk, La.
To Captain, Walter W. Peacock, '36,
USA.
To Captain, Richard L. Nickerson,
'42, USMC, AC.
To Lieutenant Commander, Charles
W. ·weaver, '30, USN, in the Pacific.
To Lieutenant ( Senior Grade ) , Leon
A. Bradbury, '33, USNR, on active
duty.
To First Lieutenant, Robert C.
Chandler, '28, USAAF, Yuma, Ariz.
To Lieutenant, Munay A. Coker,
'29, USA, Inf., Columbus, Ohio.
To First Lieutenant, Howard 0.
Sweet, '36, USA, FA, Nashville, Tenn.
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To First Lieutenant Arnold E.
Small, '37, USA, CE, Iran.
To Lieutenant, Charles H. Card,
'40, USA, overseas
To First Lieutenant, Duncan L
Cushing, '43, USAAF, Freeman Army
Air Base, Seymour, Ind.
To Lieutenant ( J unior Grade),
Clarence R. Lewis, '33, USNR, Ord.,
Boston, Mass.
To Lieutenant ( Junior Grade),
Joseph W. Bishop, '35, US R Key
West, Fla.
To Lieutenant ( Junior Grade) , Nor
man W. Beals, '37, US TR, SC, Bos
ton, Mass.
To Lieutenant ( Junior Grade ) , Wil
liam C. Carter, '38, USNR, AC, in the
Pacific.
To Lieutenant ( Junior Grade ) , J.
Marble Thayer, '38, Naval Receiving
Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.
To Lieutenant ( Junior Grade), Rob
ert S. Borovoy, '39, US TR, on active
duty.
To Lieutenant (Junior Grade),
Machaon E. Stevens, '39, US R, San
Diego, Calif.
To Lieutenant (Junior Grade ),
Horace F. Burr, '40, USNR, on active
duty.
To Lieutenant (Junior Grade) , Hal
aval
sey A. Frederick, '40, US ,
Aircraft Factory, Philadelphia, Pa.
To Lieutenant (Junior Grade) Stet4
son C. Beal, '4 1 , USN, on active duty.
To Lieutenant ( Junior Grade ) , Al
&ed E. Brown, '41 , USN, AC, South
west Pacific.
To Second Li!!utenant, Maurice C.
Schwarz, '38, USA, Mitchel Field,
N. Y.
To Second Lieutenant, Leon J.
Braudy, '39, USA, FD, Harding Field,
Baton Rouge, La.
To Second Lieutenant, Elmer L
Baxter, '41, USAAF, overseas.
To Second Lieutenant, Richard H.
Bright, '41 , USAAF Bergstrom Field,
Austin, Texas.
To Second Lieutenant, Heber C.
Brill, '41, USAAF, Fort Knox, Ky.
To Second Lieutenant, Norris E.
Dibble, '41, USA, MC, Hawaii.
To Second Lieutenant, Burleigh E.
Barker, '43, USA, Camp Sibert, Ala.
To Ensign, Dorothy V. Weeks, '39,
USNR, WAVE, Boston, Mass.
To Ensign, John G. Fifield, '42,
aval Air Station, Jacksonville,
USN
Fla.
To Ensign, Robert S. Rice, 42,
USNR AC, Naval Air Station, Day
tona Beach, Fla.
_
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To Ensign, James W. Moriarty '43,
. J.
US R, Cape May,
To Technical Sergeant, Donald F.
Kellogg, '32, U AAF, overseas.
To Sergeant, Douglas B. Allan, '32,
USA, FD, Greenville, Pa.
To Sergeant, John R . Turbyne, '35,
U A, C'vV
Camp Gordon Johnston,
Fla.
To Sergeant, James L. Ross, '36,
V AAF, Houlton, Me.
To
ergeant, Frank H. Williams,
'39, USAAF, Iceland.
To ergeant, Henry W. Abbott, Jr.,
'41, USAAF Sedalia Army Air Base,
Warrensburg Mo.
To Corporal, Hiram H. Crie, '25,
USA, FD, Greenville S. C.
To Corporal, Lowell P. Leland, '29,
USA, Camp Barkeley Texas.
To Corporal, Harold W. Kimball,
Jr., '36, USAAF, St. Petersburg, Fla.
To Corporal Lester Jolovitz, '39,
USA, MC, overseas.
To Corporal, Hartley A. Bither, '4 1 ,
USAAF March Field, Calif.
To Corporal, Craig T. Blanchard,
'4 1 , USA, FD, overseas.
To Corporal, Robert Daggett, '42,
USA, EC, Los Angeles, Calif.
To Corporal, Harold L. Huntoon,
'42, USAAF, West Africa.
To Corporal, Edward F. Loring, '42,
USAAF Chanute Field, Ill .
To Corporal, Philip E. Buck, '43,
USAAF, Seymour Johnson Field, N.

c.

To Corporal, Lowell R. Cumming,
'43, USA, MC, Camp Grant Ill.
To Corporal, Stanley F. Frolio '44,
USA,
O'Reilly
General
Hospital,
Springfield, Mo.
To Corporal, Malcom D. McQuillan,
'44, USA, MC, Fort Devens, Mass.
To Corporal, Roger W. Perkins, '44,
USA, Fort Knox, Ky.
To Corporal, Raymond N. Tuller,
'44, AAFSA T. Orlando, Fla.

ADDITIONS TO SERVICE
ROSTER
(Names are added here only when a service:
blank has been filled out and returned, in
umerous others
cluding a mailing address.
are known by hearsay to be in service, but
have not yet informed the college of their
whereabouts.)
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Conary Robert

D . I s t L t U A AAF
1 922
apt

Pennell, Samuel

Langman
IC

1 925
Thomp on, Charles E.

1 920

0. M Sgt USA Ord
-

MC

CPO

U

R

USN

1 926
Calahan, S. Arnold
FS
Hale, Clarence E. U A
ig C
Smith Abbot E. Lt ( j g ) U
R
1 927
Mittelsdorf, George L. Lt U NR
Staunton, Richard P. Pvt U A AAF
1 92
Clark Harold E. Pvt U A MC
Grearson, Douglas C. Lt ( jg) U
R
Parker, John S. Pvt U A AAF
Sample, Theodore C. Lt ( ig) U
R
DC
1 929
Bergstrom, Carl F. Pvt USA MC
Campbell, Joseph B.
1 st Lt
USA
AAF
Good, Vinal G. Pvt USA I n f
1 93 1
Cobb, Edward S . C-Sp U
R
Fullam, Ralph E. Lt ( jg) US. R
McLeary, Philip H. C-0 US
MM
Pollard, John F. Pvt U A AA
1 932
Merrick, Hubert J., Jr.

Pvt

U A CA

1 933
Walker, Robert K. Cpl U A
Wilson, W. Malcolm Ph M 2-c
1 934
Fencer, Leo E. 2 n d L t USA
Mercier, Leo J. Pvt USA
Raymond, Kenneth W.
Lt

AAF
U 1

CA
( jg )

USNR
1 935
Pvt

Hatt, Rafe N . Maj USA MC
Luce, Raymond P. Maj USA AAF
Young, Ray C. Capt USA CA

USA

1 92 4
Lt Comdr

Louis

Poulin, Roland J.

1915

Janes, Raymond

COLBY ALUMNUS

USA

1 936
Dunn, Willard H. A-C USA TSS
Kyle, Edward T. T-4 USA FD
Libby, Nancy D. A-S USNR WA VE
Sparkes, Robert W. A-S USN

1 937
Adwin, Thomas E. Cpl USA Ord
Fletcher, John M. Lt ( jg ) USNR
Nawfel, Charles N. Pvt USA
ullivan, Lawrence J. Cpl U A
1 93
Dwyer
Lawrence W.
PFC
Ord
Heal, Thomas S. Pvt U A
Huard, Leslie J. Pvt VSA

USA

1 939
Greenwald Stephen Cpl U A
Kotula Adolf F. Lt U A Inf
Moses, Adolph C. Lt U NR
chreider Stanley H. Pvt U A
Tarr, John W. Cpl U A

FA

1 940
Cha e, William A. Pvt USA ASTP
Morrison, John A.
hap U A CC
Reed Walter H. PH USA AAF
Strong, Walter J. Lt U
AAF
1941
Croteau, Joseph E. A
Foster James J. U A TSS
Gray, Alta S. AU r R WAVE
Kanovitz, Irving Pvt U A ASTP
Roy, Romeo D. J . 1 st Lt U A MC
1 942
Brnce, Christine Ens US R WA VE
Lebednik, Victor A. A-C U A AAF
Warren, Arthur B. Pvt USA AAF
1 943
Crummett, Richard M.
A-C
AAF
Liss, Irving E. Midn U
R
Pellerin, Lucian J. Pvt USA
Weiss, Lawrence Pn USA

USA

1 944
Frazier, William E. A-C USA AAF
Green, Charles L. Y n U
Phillips, Wendell
Pvt USA CE
Springer, James Pn U A A TP

1 945

Emerson, W. Merritt Pvt USA AAF
Holt, Thurber E. AUSA AAF
Kaplan, Lawrence S. Pvt USA Sig C
Robbins, Louis I. Cpl USA
1 946

Cook Robert L. Pvt USA
Epstein, Norman G. Pvt USA AAF
Ives, Jack A-C USA AAF
Lott, James S. F-3c USN
M i llett, Thomas D. Midn USNR
Rockwell, Colby N. PFC USA
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1 894
Rufus W . Stimson recently moved
to 61 Forest St.,
ewton Highlands,
Mass. His niece, Miss Marjory Stim
son, ( daughter of Cyrus F. Stimson,
'93 ) , associate professor of public
health nursing at Simmons College,
has taken the house, and Mr. Stimson
will have the second floor front - " a
most delightful arrangement," he says.
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1 898
The great and glorious class of '98
marked its forty-fifth milestone at the
Elmwood Hotel on Saturday evening,
May 22nd.
After dinner adjourn
ment was taken to the parlor where
letters were read from some of the ab
sent members and the remainder sub
jected to the usual biographical vivisec
tion. Those who desire to avoid this
ordeal at the fiftieth reunion should
make their plans now co be present on
that occasion which will be held on
Mayflower Hill, i n spite of Helen Hy
watter, Hitler and Hirohito.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
John E. Nelson, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
E. Gurney, Mr. and Mrs. Charles W.
Vigue, Nan Pepper Varney, Ina Tay
lor Stinneford, Margaret MacKenzie
Pierce, George A. Ely and - T. R. P.

1912
Dr. Leslie B. Arey has recently been
elected an associate editor of The Jour
nal of Morphology by the American
Society of Zoologists, and to the office
of vice-president of the American Asso
ciation of Anatatomists.
1913
Royden K. Greeley, principal of two
grammar
schools
in Middletown,
Conn., was honored by the teachers of
these schools in a surprise celebration
on May 1 9 , which marked the comple
tion of 25 years of service in the public
schools of that city. He was presented
with a $25 War Bond and with 25 sil
ver dollars. Mr. Greeley's civic activi
ties at present include the presidency of
the Council of Social Agencies, mem
bership on the local War Price and
Rationing Board ( as chairman of the
information section ) , as well as serv
ing as representative for Middlesex
.County in the Conn. Teachers Assoc.
1 923
Re\'. Leslie H. Dunstan, Ph.D., is
now the editor of T h e Friend, a
monthly published by the Hawaiian
Evangel ical Association in the interests
of Christian work throughout the
I slands. The centennial anniversary

25

edition o f this magazine was published
last February and consists of an elab
orate 126 page volume carrying con
gratulatory messages and a wealth of
historical material.

1 927
Dr. Harry Tarr, formerly of Brook
lyn, N. Y., recently started to practice
medicine in Miami, Fla. He passed
his State Boards in 194 1 .
1928
Clyde L. Mann is assistant principal
of the Ocala, Florida, j unior high
school, which he says is a " splendid
school with an enrollment of 750 stu
dents and a staff of twenty-one teach
ers besides the principal and myself."
Clyde teaches science to four classes
and has some administrative duties be
sides. He plans to return to Maine
for the summer.
1 930
Frances E. Thayer of Waterville is
acting as secretary to Miss Runnals on
Mayflower Hill, replacing Sally Ald
rich, '39. Miss Thayer was formerly
secretary and assistant bookkeeper for
the Harvard Athletic Association. She
is the daughter of Mrs. J. M. Thayer,
secretary to Dean Marriner, and is a
sister of Lt. J. Marble Thayer, '38.
1 931
Stephanie Bean Delaney not only
cares for her home and her family but
does numberless civic duties besides.
She is President of the Parent-Teacher's
Association in her district, Secretary of
the Woman's Club, President of the
Young Women's Club in the church,
member of the Republican Town
Committee, Director of the Boston
Colby
Alumnae
Association
and
teaches a Sunday School class every
Sunday. She has recently moved to a
different home in Saugus.

F
c

1932
Dorsa Rattenbury Beach is living at
51 MacDougall Street, New York City.
She is engaged in secretarial work and
F I FT I ET H R E U � ION
CLASS O F N I N ETY-TH R E E GAT H ER ED FOR
.
Ta yl or MacKen zie, Lucio H . enjoying i t very much. She would be
Sitting: George Otis Smith, Eva n gel i ne
_
Sta n d i ng: Rev. Edward E. glad to see any of her Colby friends
Morri l l , Mrs. O l iver L. H o l l , Lizzie T . Hussey.
who drop down to New York.
F. E . Russel l .
Robi nso n , Albert H. Bickmor e, 0. L. H oll,
Lom b a rd, Albert
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There were eight from our class
back for Commencement, fi\'e girls and
three boys. " I ppie " Solie, '39, was
the only girl from her class so she went
around with us. Jo Bodurtha, Bertha
Norton, Marjorie Rollins, Helen Foster
Jenison and I were at the Alumnae
Luncheon and Helen Jenison re
sponded for our class in the reunion
roll call . We saw Carleton Savage Ed.
Lombard and Don Rockwood out on
the Hill. Ed. is building wooden ships
in South Freeport, Maine. Marjorie
Rollins is Assistant Librarian in fa·er
ett, Mass. Jo is working in the office
at one of the ship yards in Portland.
Helen is teaching at M. C. I. and I am
teaching at Anson Academy. Carleton
is teaching geology at Colby and Don
is worki ng in the Waterville Morning
Sen ti nel office.
After
the
Luncheon,
Marjorie,
Helen, " Ippie " and I walked all
around the new buildings on May
flower Hill. We even took some pic
tures of each other in front of the new
chapel. We all went down to the old
campus and walked around to see if
things had changed much.
About six o'clock Helen and I went
to the Elmwood but found n o one else
from our class so we went downtown
and ate a lunch. Later we sat up in
the Elmwood and talked w i th a lot of
our friends and former professors. We
saw only a few of our classmates but
we had a grand reunion.
I hear that Peggy Pillsbury is the
principal of Pennell Institute in Gray.
She is going to start a course i n Span
ish there next year and is going to
teach it herself.
- Reta M. Trites.
1939

Dr. Albert Hunter is i n terning i n
the U. S . Public Health Service in Se
attle, Wash. He hopes to get assigned
to Alaska and European service after
the war. Al was married just after
his recent graduation from Hahne
mann Medical College.
Al, Pri nce Beach, and Dick Chase
attended Clarence Dare's wedding i n
Philadelphia j ust before " Doggie " and
his bride left for Detroit, where he is
located a t the Henry Ford Hospital.
It is also reported that Bus Burrill
was married on March 27th. No de
tails of any of these weddings are at
hand.
1940

Robert H. Mitchell is being cited for

HIGHER DEGREES
Master of Arts - Albert H.
Haynes, '42, from Fletcher School
of Law and Diplomacy, Tufts Co l
lege.
Master of Arts - Betty Anne
Roya l '42, from Fletcher School of
Law and Dip lo macy Tufts College.
Ma ter of Arts - B. Myra Whit
taker, 35, from Teachers College,
Columbia University, in conjunc
tion with Union Theological Semi


,

as reporter on the City Staff of the
Chnsuan cience Monitor, Boston.
Diana Weisenthal is being married
to Capt. I rving Friedman, Medical
Corps, on July 4.
Ellamarie Nourse is working as a
-:'\'arnl Inspector at a factory in Hart
ford, Conn.

.

nary.

Bachelor of Di vin i ty - Nathaniel
Gupti ll, '39, from A ndover-Newton
Theological School.

heroism for an act which occurred on
�Iemorial Day. \\'ithout regard for
himself he leaped into the Osoola
tream,
orridgewock, in a vain
effort to rescue a small girl who slipped
into the muddy waters and drowned.
After some minutes under water, in
the vain search, � f itchell was forced to
give up and on ga in ing land again,
collapsed.
A physician who had
meanwhile been ummoned, re\'i\'ed
him.
Adrianna Rodger is reported by
Klaus Dreyer ( ee en·ice section ) to
be married and li ving in Fort Collins,
Colo., where she is doing research
work on poultry at the tate College
while her husband i completing his
studies in veterinary medicine.
Doris E. Rose is working in the War
Manpower Commission office in Bos
ton, Mass.
1 9 4 1

Ada Vinecour is doing graduate
work in English at B. U. but she writes
that she wishes she were back i n
Maine. A d a reports that Audrey Mas
sell Greenwald and her husband,
( Stephen I. Greenwald, '39 ) , are in
Syracuse, N. Y., where Ste\'e appar
ently is in the service.
Contrary to Jean Pearson Burr's col
legiate bent for library work, she is
now studying engineering at -orth
eastern - one of 17 women among
1 ,000 men.
I ncidentally, this news
comes to us from Jean's husband, Lt.
(j. g.) Horace F. Burr, '40, USNR,
who is on active service in the Pacific.
He quotes from Jean's letter to him :
" We have been on analytical geom
etry and are now having such thrilling
problems as calculating the area of
elliptical manhole covers."
Carrie E. Burdwood has a position

1 942

Catherine f.f. Buckley is li\ i ng at 96
Chestnut
treet. Manchester, Conn.,
and is employed at the State Division
of Child Welfare, Hartford, as an
assistant social worker.
Will iam R. Conley expected to en
ter the Army early i n June. For the
past year he has been employed in a
munitions plant as time-keeper and
later as engineering department auditor
for the Hercules Powder Company,
Wilmington, Del . He writes that the
Go\'ernment may be spending billions
of dollars without batting an eyelash,
but he had to spend several nights
locating a discrepancy of three cents in
his departmental audit which has to
be correct before the company gets
paid.
1 943

Daniel Blatman is at dental college
at the Presb terian Hospital
ew
York City.
June E. Donna received her B .D. de
gree from Bangor Theological Semi
nary a few days after she had received
her A.B. from Colby College. Miss
Donna had studied two years at Gor
don Bible School one year at Newton
Theological School and three years at
Bangor Theological School from which
she graduated with honors in 1 94 2 .
Before receiving a B.D. degree i t was
necessary that she obtain a degree from
a Liberal Arts college. She received
her A.B. degree in May from Colby
and completed her 80 page thesis on
' The Mystical Experience of God, An
Approach to Reali ty.''
Miss Donna was the only woman
in a class of 12 at the Bangor Theo
logical Seminary and one of six to re
ceive the B.D. degree. She has already
had considerable experience in her
chosen field, preaching i n the Baptist
Church in Sidney before she went to
college and supplying in a Congrega
tional Church in New Hampshire.
During her three years i n Bangor she
supplied at churches in Columbia,
Columbia Falls and Addison.
She
was one of the speakers at the Good
Friday services in Waterville this year.
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Virginia,
time.

ENGAGEMENTS
Diana Wiesenthal, '4 1 , of Portland
Maine, to Capt. Irving Friedman,
S. Army Medical Corps.
Amelia T. Johnson, '37, of Edge
wood, R. I., to Edward J. Deszyck, of
Kingston, R. I . Miss Johnson is secre
tary to the Dean of Women at Rhode
Island State College. Nfr. Deszyck is a
� raduate of Rhode Island State College
rn the class of 33 and is now assistant
research professor of agricultural chem
istry at the Rhode Island Experiment
Station of State College.
Marjorie M. Brown, '43, of Douglas
ton, N. Y. to Thomas A. Pursley, '43,
of Boston Mass. Mr. Pursley is at
tending Midshipman's School at Co
lumbia University, N. Y.
Jeannette E. Nielsen, '43, of Water
bury, Conn., to Thomas R. Braddock,
. J., and St. Louis,
'43, of Palmyra,
Mo. Miss Nielsen received her degree
in May, while Mr. Braddock graduated
in December. He is a chemist with
the Mallinckrodt Chemical Works in
St. Louis.
Mary R. Reny, '42, of Waterville,
Maine, to Cpl. Philip Buck, '43, of
Wollaston, Mass. Miss Reny is teach
ing French and coaching dramatics at
Rock port, Maine, high school. Mr.
Buck joined the Armed Forces in Au
gust and is now an instructor in Pre
flight and Aircraft Mechanics at Sey
mour Johnson Field.
Priscilla R. Mattoon, '46, of Presque
Isle, Maine, to James \V . Hussey, of
Presque Isle, Maine. Mr. Hussey had
completed one year at Aroostook State
Normal School when he enlisted in the
Naval Reserve and w ill report at Bates
College on July 1. Miss Mattoon has
completed her freshman year at Colby.
Arlene E. Paine, '39, of Dexter,
Maine, to A-S Zack Osias, USNR.
Miss Paine is a teacher of French and
Latin at Bloomfield , Conn . Mr. Osias
attended New York University and re
cently entered the U. S. Navy. He is
stationed at Sampson, N. Y.
Iola H. Chase, '37, of Mechanic
Falls, Maine, to Rev. William S. Hicks,
Jr. Wake Forest College, of Raleigh,
N . C. Miss Chase is employe d with
the FBI in Washington. Mr. Hicks
obtained his degree of Bachelor of
Divinity at Yale Universi ty i n 1 942
and has been pastor of the Arlington,
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Baptist Church since that

MARRIAGES
Harriet Crofts of Danvers, Mass., to
T-Sgt. Roger H. Poor, '42, of Salem,
Mass., on May 18, at Danvers, Mass.
Sgt. Poor is stationed at Camp Adair,
Ore., and Mrs. Poor is with him at
present.
Ruth E . Littorin, '43, of Waterville
Maine, to Albert R. Freeman, Gordo
College, of Sable River, N. C., on June
9, at Quincy, Mass. i n the Central Bap
tist Church. Mr. and Mrs. Freeman
will make their home in Waterville.
Evelyn F. Gates, '43, of Rangoon,
Burma, to E nsign James W. Moriarty,
'43, of 1ewton Centre, Mass., on May
30, at the First Methodist Church,
Bangor, Maine. Miss Priscilla Hig
gins, '44, was one of the bridesmaids
and Hubert Beckwith, '43, was best
man. Emmons Taylor, '43, Richard
Marcyes, '45, William Atherton, '46,
and Ronald Reed, '43, were ushers.
Ensign Moriarty was recently gradu
ated from Midshipman's School at
Notre Dame and has been assigned to
a station in the South.
Alice Leyh, '44, of Brockton, Mass. ;
to A-C Harold C. Paul, '42, of Hol
yoke, Mass, in June, at Brockton.
Edith M. Sturtevant, '44, of Oak
land, Maine, to Theodore A. Kerr, U.
of M., of Oakland, Maine, on Easter
Sunday, 1 943, at the United Church i n
Oakland. Mr. and Mrs. Kerr will re
side at Eastern View Farm on the
Trafton Road, Oakland, where Mr.
Kerr is associated with his father i n
dairy farming.
Margaret E. Higgins, '38, of Bath,
Maine, to Owen W. Williams, of Fos
ter's Point, West Bath, in June, at
Bath. Mrs. Williams has been a mem
ber of the Skowhegan High School
faculty for the past two years. Mr.
Williams is now stationed with the
Army Air Forces at Scott Field, Ill.
Frances L. Brewer, '42, of Water
ville, to Lieut. Burleigh E. Barker, '43,
of Waterville, on May 1 2 , in the Meth
Mrs.
odist Church in Waterville.
Barker is employed by the Aetna Life
Insurance Company of Hartford,
Conn. Lieut. Barker is stationed at
Camp Sibert Alabama. Miss Hazel
Brewer, '45, Mary Brewer, '46, and
Jean Cannell MacRae, '42, were brides
maids. Ellsworth W. Millett, '25, was
best man. Oliver Millett, '43, and Wil
liam Finkeldey, '43, were ushers at

�

�

the wedd g. Other Colby people i n
the weddmg party were Marion Mc
Ardle Burnham, '4 1 , Mary Reynolds
'
'43, Hilda Niehoff, '43 Mary Farrell'
'42, and Thelma Procto , '43 .
E dna I. Slater, '40, of Waterbury
Conn., to Pvt. John S. Pullen, '38, o
Danforth, Maine, on May 25, at Water
bury, Conn., in the First Baptist
Church. Mrs. Pullen has been en
gaged in teaching at Washington
Academy, East Machias, Maine. Pvt.
Pullen is a graduate of Harvard Law
School and was practising law in Guil
ord, Ma0e, before entering the serv
ice. He is stationed at the Newcastle
Army Air Base, Wilmington, Del.
Lilye Parks, of New York City, to
Hugh D. Beach, '36, of New York
City, on Jan. 22, 1 943, in New Jersey.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Beach are connected
with The East and West Association
in New York City.
Raye Winslow, '40, of Raymond
Maine, to _Lieut. Clark H. Carter, '40
of Waterville, at St. Mark's Episcopal
Church in Waterville on May 17.
Nanabelle Gray Carter, '40, was
matron of honor and Sgt. Henry W.
Abbott, '4 1 , was usher. Phyllis Chap
man Gardner, '40, of Portland, was a
guest at the wedding. Lieut. and Mrs.
Carter are making their home in Cam
bridge where Lieut. Carter is instructor
in the Naval Supply School at Har
vard.
Willetta E. McGrath, '41, of Cari
bou, Maine, to Paris J. Snow, Aroos
took State Normal School, of Caribou,
on Dec. 2 5 , 1 942, at Caribou, Maine.
Mrs. Snow has been teaching at the
� igh School in Caribou but resigned
m June. Mr. and Mrs. Snow will be at
home at SA Park St., Caribou. Mr.
Snow is engaged in farming.
Ina Taylor Hooper, '98, of Water
ville, to R. E. Stinneford, of Water
ville, on March 2 1 , 1 943, at Waterville.
Mr. and Mrs. Stinneford will make
their home at 8 Winter Street.
Frances M. Stobie, '39, of Water
ville, to Lieut. Roger N. Turner, Uni
versity of Michigan, of Battle Creek
Mich., on May 22, 1 943, in the Con:
gregational Church, Waterville. Lieut.
and Mrs. Turner will make their home
in Cambridge, Mass., where Lieut.
Turner is an instructor in the Naval
Training School at Harvard.
Elizabeth Beale, '43 (Colby and
Radcliffe), of West Newton, Mass., to
Edward P. Clancy, Beloit College and
Harvard University, Ph.D., of Beloit,
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W is., at t h e Second Congregational
Church of Newton, Mass., on May 1 7.
Dr. Clancy is professor of Physics at
Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y.

BIRTHS
To Mrs. Bolivia Cardenas Turbyne,
w i dow of the late Lt. Robert W. Tur
byne, '37, a daughter, Roberta Isabella
Josephine Cardenas, on J une 6, in Wa
terville. It was the father's w ish that
the child be born in the United States
to establish citizenship. M,other and
child will return to Ecuador in the fall .
T o Mr. and Mrs. K. G. Stanley
(Kenneth G. Stanley, '39, and Doris
Peterson, '41 ) , a daughter, Priscilla
Doris, on J uly 1 4, 1 942 .
To Lieut. and Mrs. S. Peter Mills,
Jr., (Peter Mills, Jr., '34, and Katherine
Coffin, '39) , a son Sumner Peter
M ills, 3rd, on June 3.
To Mr. and Mrs. Robert Brown
(Katherine -Rollins, '36, and Robert 0.
Brown, '36), a son, Mark, on J une 25.
To Lieut. and Mrs. John W. Daggett
(John W. Da ggett, '4 1 , and Natalie
Moores, '42 ) , a son, Peter Allan, on
J une 23, at Presque Isle, Maine.
To Mr. and Mrs. Paul D. Burnham
(Marion McArclle , '41 and Paul D.
Burnham, '4 1 ) , a son, Paul D., Jr. on
June 1 4, at Waterville.

CHANCEY ADAMS, '85
Dr. Chancey Adams, 82 years old,
died at Concord, N. H., May 1 1 . He
was made Surgeon Emeritus of the
Margaret Pillsbury Hospital in that
town in 1 926. He retired from the
active practice of med ici ne two years
ago.
The son of Benjamin and Eliza
Sawyer Adams, he was born in North
New Portland, March 1 5, 1 86 1 . Dr.
Adams prepared for Colby a t North
Anson Academy and Coburn Classical
Institute. He received the A . B . and
A . M. degrees from Colby, and gradu
ated from the B owdoin Medical School
in 1 89 1 . He was a member of the
Zeta Psi fraternity.
Dr. Adams served o n the staff of the

U. S . Marine Hospital, Staten Island,

N. Y., for several years. He estalr
lished practice i n Concord i n 1 893, and
was onetime medical refree in Merri
mack county and a member of the U.
S. Pension Board and the American
Medical Association. He was a mem-

her and officer m man of the Ma
sonic bodies.
On January 9, 1 893, Dr. Adams mar
ned Laurinda C. Coombs of East
Gloucester, Mass., who died in l 932.
Two of their three children survive:
Mrs. Elizabeth A . Mills. Concord, and
Edmund C. Adams, Beaumont, Texas.

EBEN E. MASTERMAN, '07
Eben Earle Masterman, a former
member of the Class of 1 907, died Oct.
l , 1 942, at his home in North Jay of
pernicious anemia. He had been in
fai ling health for nearly nine years.
Mr. lasterman prepared for college
at Wilton Academy and attended
Colby for two years. He was a mem
ber of the Phi Delta fraternity.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Grace Chaney Masterman ( Colby
1 900 ) , who now lives at 5 Pleasant
St . . Lewiston and four children.

CAPT. RALPH C. BRADLEY, '23
Captain Ralph C. Bradley, '23,
suffered an inj ury when his bomber
made a faulty landing on a field near
A tlantic City, N. J., last February.
The i njury resulted i n his death A pril
23, 1 943, at Fort Dix. He was 44
years old.
Captain Bradley. who was a native
of Providence R. I., was a graduate of
Colby and the University of Pennsyl
vania Medical School. At Colby he
was a member of the Delta Upsilon
fraternity and the Phi Kappa Delta
debating fraternity.
He enjoyed an
undergraduate reputation as a debater,
humorist and reader of h igh quali ty.
He had been fl ight surgeon for the
Pennsylvania National Guard for n ine
years and a former i nstructor in phar
macology at Temple University Medi
cal School.
Captain Bradley is survived b his
wife and his parents. Mr. and Mrs.. C.
Stafford Bradley.

ALICE A. MANLEY, '38
Alice Adelaide Manley met a trag-ic
death in Hartford, Conn., May 1 9,
1 943, when she was struck by an auto
mobile while running across a street to
catch a bus. The accident occurred
about 9 : 00 P.M. She sustained multi
ple fractures i ncluding a fractured skull
and l i ved only a few hours after bei ng
rushed to St. Francis' Hospital in Hart
ford.
Miss Manley was born in I ndia
where her father, Dr. Frank P . Manley,
has been a missionary for many yea.rs.

Dr. and Mrs. Manley made their home
in
ellore and it was there that Alice
spent her child hood and received her
early education. She traveled in I ndia
and Japan with her parents before com
ing to the United States to complete
her education.
Jn 1 934 she arri,·ed in America and
entered Colby College as a freshman in
eptember of that year. She found it
necessary to interrupt her college course
in order to work for a time, but re
turned and completed her course i n
January, 1 939, receiv ing the distinction
of Phi Beta Kappa membership. She
was considered a member of the class
of 1 938, however.
All through her college career she
was a leader in serious and worthwhile
undertakings and was regarded with
the greatest respect and affection by
her classmates, and by the faculty and
administration. She had a nice sense
of humor also and enjoyed fun and
companionship i n the college group.
After graduation from college she
went into the teaching field . She was
Librarian at Good Will Home and
Farm in Hi nckley for a time a nd later
taught in Howland, Maine. In 1 94 1
she accepted a position i n the Wethers
field, Conn., h igh school, teaching Eng
lish. She was still teaching in Weth
ersfield at the time of her death.
On May 5 1 94 3, Miss Manley was
i nducted into the Women's Army Aux
iliary Corps and was expecting to be
assigned to duty as soon as she had
finished out the school year. Alice had
expressed the hope that she might be
assigned to duty somewhere i n I nd ia.
A letter from a close friend, Arlene
Paine, 39, says:
" I am sure that all of her college
friends will be as shocked as I was to
hear this news. Her apartment was
only five miles from where I l ive and I
had spent many an evening with her
and eaten several meals with her dur
i ng the past two years. We had a won
derful Colby time at her apartment j ust
last week-end. Some Colbyites from
out of town were here and others came
in from Hartford.
" Al ice was j ust at the peak of her
l i fe. She was thrilled at the thought
of going i nto the W AAC's i n June and
felt that she was going to enjoy the
experience thoroughly and more thah
anyth i ng else she had ever done. I
never saw her so full of energy and
enthusiasm a s last week-end."
Colby proudly places the name of
A lice A. Manley on its Service Roll.
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HOTEL

Comfort! Con\'enience !
Abundant Good Food !
True Maine Ho pitality !
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The Aristocrat of Beacon Hill

DOUBLE
SINGLE
$3 to $6
$ 1 .75 to $3
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COLUMBIA HOTEL
Comfortable Rooms

Papermakers
for mo1·e than I 40 years

Printing Paper for Magazines

Sentinel Building

2 1 3 Congress St., Boston, Mass.

Reasonable Rates
Popular Priced Restaurant

FOR YOUR CUTS

WATERVILLE
SENTINEL
ENGRAVERS

Congress S t . , at Longfellow Square

We use State of Maine pulps
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Recreation al Life with Riding in
cluded. Winter Sports featured.
Beautiful New Fireproof Buildings.
MR. AND MRS. ROBERT OWEN
Vassalboro, Maine
Box C

C O B U RN

Classical Institute
In thest times, the high school yurs

arc too precious to be wasted.
Our
small classes, thorough drill, and close
and friendly supervision bring out a
student's best efforts.
Write::

HucH A. SMITH, '20, Principal
Waterville, Maine

RICKER CLASSICAL INSTITUTE
e.. n d JUNIOR COLLEGE
of Junior college. Four
years of Secondary School.

Two years

War Emergency courses in Radio,
Blueprint Reading, and Meteorology.
Intensive courses in Shorthand and
Typewriting preparing for Civil Scrv·
ice examinations in four months.
PRINCTPAL ROY M. HAYES
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Boothby & Bartlett Co.

TEACHER - PLACEMENT
SERVICE

GENERAL INSURANCE

The Maine Teachers' Agency

1 85 Main St.
Waterville, Maine

REGISTER WITH
W . H . Holman, L.L.B., Ped.M., Mgr.
308 Eastern Trust Bldg., Bangor, Mc:.
65

years of service: to New England
teachers and school officials

Phone 102 1

Grant & Grant
CATERERS
Lewiston,

Maine

T H E
ELM WOOD

HOTEL

T h e Lead i n g H o te l i n a Progressive C i ty
E U RO P E A N

M O D E RN
1 50 ROO M S

Dine i n

the

D isti n c t i v e

Pi n e T r e e Tave rn

and Ve rsa i l l es R o o m s
S P L EN D I D

BA N Q U ET F A C I L I T I E S

